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EDITORIALS

Edgar A. Poe

In Horace Greeley's "Recollections of a Busy Life," he says

:

"A gushing youth once wrote me to this effect

:

"'Dear Sir: Among your literary treasures, you have doubtless

preserved several autographs of our country's late lamented poet, Edgar

A. Toe. If so, and you can spare one, please enclose it to me, and

receive the thanks of yours truly.'

"I promptly responded, as follows

:

"'Dear Sir: Among my literary treasures, there happens to be ex-

actly one autograph of our country's late lamented poet. Edgar A. Poe.

It is his note of hand for fifty dollars, with my indorsement across the

back. It cost me exactly $50.75 (including protest), and you may have

it for half that amount. Yours, respectfully.'

"That autograph, I regret to say, remains on my hands, and is still

for sale at first cost, despite the lapse of time, and the depreciation of

our currency."

It may seem a little cruel to "pull the record" on the Poe enthu-

siasts in this manner at the very time when they are striving so mightily

to create a mythical Poe. Nevertheless, we think it important that we
should know our great men, just as they zvere; and that the well-meant

efforts of those who allow their zeal to distort the facts should be dis-

couraged.

Edgar Poe was a creative genius of a very high order. As a master-

mind, he compels admiration. But nature denied him the traits

which go to make a man. Study his portraits, and mark the painful con-

tra.st between the upper part of the face and the lower; the brow is

grand, the eyes luminous, spiritual, beautiful; but the mouth and the

chin excite a pitying dislike. They are not only weak, but unpleasant.

There have been few lonelier men than Poe. He had no talent

whatever for mixed company, or for public display. His personal ac-

quaintance was not extended, and he made few friends.

Very nearly all of the women who knew him liked him and deferred

to him, but with his own sex he was no favorite.
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He was always miserably poor, had no turn for practical affairs, was
compelled to borrow and was never able to repay. He was proud, and
sensitive, and ambitious, and intensely devoted to his literary work and
ideals. But lack of recog-nition disheartened him, and he often resorted

to the bottle. His was such a delicate organism that one drink of whiskey

put the demon in him. Under the influence of liquor, he was unbearable,

—abusive, truculent, absurdly arrogant and altogether odious.

Sober, he was a perfect gentleman; drunk, he was a noisy brute.

But the amount of his literary work, and the exquisite finish of the

greater part of it, prove conclusively that he was not often intoxicated.

One of the elements of manhood which he did not possess was
courage. Thomas Dunn English, author of "Ben Bolt," thrashed Poe

on the streets of New York ; Poe got "satisfaction" by a suit for damages
in which he got a verdict for a small sum.

One of the reasons why Edgar Poe could not rise in the literary

world of his own time was that he emptied all the phials of his wrath

and scorn upon the inflated mediocrities who were then posing as the

American Literati. Under his withering criticism, full many a mush-
room reputation perished ; and even the great Longfellow was made to

appear one of the lesser lights in the constellations of poesy.

In other words, Edgar Poe was a literary Ishmael—and he suffered

as the Ishmael ites must.

Yet had he never written a line of verse, his critical essays would
have entitled him to a niche in the hall of fame. He it Avas who first

erected a standard of literary excellence in our country; and the fact

that his ideal was so pure and high has been an immense benefit, not

only to us, but to poets and story-writers throughout the European
world.

In one of the recent publications concerning Poe, it was stated that

there is no evidence that he was done to death in Baltimore by ward-

heelers who made him drunk, voted him all over the city, and left him
to die from the debauch. Indeed, the author of the article to which we
refer said that there was no contemporaneous evidence of the fact that

Poe was drunk at all at the time of his collapse.

Dr. Snodgrass, who attended the poet in his last days, wrote a com-
munication to a temperance paper, some years ago, which, in this con-

nection, is convincing:

"On a chilly and wet November evening I received a note stating

that a man answering to the name of Edgar Allan Poe, who claimed to

know me, was at a drinking-saloon in Lombard street, in Baltimore, in a

state of deep intoxication and great destitution. I repaired immediately

to the spot. It was an election day. When I entered the bar-room of

the house, I instantly recognized the face of one whom I had often seen

and knew well, although it wore an aspect of vacant stupidity that made
me shudder. The intellectual flash of his eye had vanished, or rather

had been quenched in the bowl, but the broad, capacious forehead of the

author of the 'Raven' was still there, with width in the region of ideality

such as few men ever possessed. He was so utterly stupefied with

I
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liquor that I thought it best not to seek recognition or conversation,
especially as he was surrounded by a crowd of gentlemen actuated by idle
curiosity rather than sympathy. I immediately ordered a room for him,
where he could be comfortable until / got xvord to his relatives, for there
were several in Baltimore. Just at that moment one or two of the per^
sons referred to, getting information, arrived at the spot. They declined
to take private care of him, for the reason that he had been very abusive
and ungrateful on all occasions when drunk, and advised that he be sent
to a hospital. He was accordingly placed in a coach, and conveyed to
the Washington College Hospital. So insensible was he that we had to
carry him to a carriage as if a corpse. The muscles of articulation
seemed paralyzed to speechlessness, and mere incoherent mutterings were
all that were heard.

"He died in the hospital after some three or four days, during which
time he enjoyed only occasional and fitful seasons of consciousness. His
disease was mania a potu: a disease whose finale is always fearful in its

maniacal manifestations. In one of his more lucid moments, when asked
by the physician whether he would like to see his friends, he exclaimed

:

'Friends
! my best friend would be he who would take a pistol and blow

rny brains out. and thus relieve me of my agony.' These were among
his last words."



Wit and Humor
What is it that makes a saying a witticism? In other words, why do

we laugh f

The greatest wits have striven to give a satisfactory definition of wit,

and no one has ever succeeded.

Voltaire says that Locke had the most soHd, methodical, acute and ac-

curate of human minds—and here is Locke's definition of the word

:

"Wit lies in an assemblage of ideas, and putting them together with

quickness and vivacity, whenever can be any resemblance and congruity,

whereby to make up pleasant pictures and agreeable visions of fancy."

That definition is as clear as the noon-day mud, isn't it?

You might use words which would do exactly what Locke's definition

requires, and nobody would see a joke and laugh.

Locke was no wit, but Voltaire zvas. Indeed, he was the wittiest of

men. He was a wit all the way from a conversational jest to book-wit

which made all the world laugh with him then, and makes it laugh nozv.

The whole of "Candide" is wit, inextinguishable and immortal. His
Philosophical Dictionary is the vastest wedding of Wit and Wisdom that

human intellect ever achieved.

Yet, when this Prince Imperial of Wits undertakes to define what wit

is, he breaks down as wofully as does the sobersided Locke

:

"What is called wit, is sometimes a new comparison, sometimes a subtle

allusion ; here, it is the abuse of a word, which is presented in one sense,

and left to be understood in another; there, a delicate relation between
two ideas not very common. It is a singular metaphor ; it is the discovery

of something in an object which does not at first strike the observation,

but which is really in it; it is the art either of bringing together two
things apparently remote, or of dividing two things which seem to be

united, or of opposing them to each other. It is that of expressing only

one-half of what you think, and leaving the other to be guessed."

Now, it must be evident to you.that Voltaire misses the mark. You can
readily see that you could use words that would in every way conform to

his definition of wit and yet not say anything which would be at all funny.

Pope and Addison both tried their hands at the word, and the failure

of both is lamentable.

Addison says that wit is an assemblage of ideas which, to pleasure, add
surprise.

How lame ! You might be rushing home to the bedside of a supposedly

sick child, fearing the worst, and be met by some one who told you that

the report of the child's illness was false,—that it was not ill at all.

Here would be pleasure and surprise united, but there would be no
laughter,—grateful tears, instead.

Pope's definition is well known. According to the author of the

"Dunciad" and "The Rape of the Lock," wit is something that "oft was
thought, but ne'er so well expressed."

Now, your common sense tells you that Pope is as far wrong as

Addison. The witticism which makes you laugh is apt to tickle you for

the very reason that it is a new idea, or an old idea given some ridicu-
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lous application. The mere perfection of expression does not bear any re-

lation to wit. Your admiration is excited by it, but not your laughter.

To be witty, one need not necessarily be wise ; to be humorous, one

need not ever to have seen the inside of a schoolhouse.

Three of the most facetious funny men that I ever knew had little

wisdom or education. One of these frequently described a youthful

prank of his in a way that reminded one of incidents narrated in "Geor-

gia Scenes."

The time,—some ten or fifteen years "before the war;" the scene,—
the young and rising hamlet of Dearing, Georgia ; the persons of the

drama,—old man John Harris, his wife, Cassie, and the mischievous son,

Jack.

In those days, the supper table of country folk of humble fortune

was lit up by a long tallow candle, stuck in the old-time tin candlestick.

In those days, "Roman Candles" were a brand new contrivance in the

way of fire-works,—at least they were unknown to the country people

of Georgia.

Young Jack Harris goes down to Augusta, about Christmas time,

and is greatly interested in this new invention, this Roman Candle, which
he finds Augusta boys shooting. Among other Christmas articles, he

buys a few of these candles, and carries them home with him to Dearing.

That night, after supper has all been put on the table, Mrs. Cassie Harris

calls everybody into the room, and proceeds to light the candle. It is

dusk, her eyes are getting dim, she has no suspicions, and she does not

in the least doubt that she is setting fire to the usual tallow dip. But
young Jack had stuck one of his Roman Candles into the holder, and it

is that which Mrs. Harris lights.

Old Jack and Cassie settle in their places, composedly, the candle

giving a dim light as the paper end burns off, when, all of a sudden, the

first charge in the barrel is reached and then

—

shoot!—up goes a ball of

fire, the holder tips over, and the room is in darkness.

Old Jack dashes out of the front door for dear life, and Mrs. Cassie

trots nimbly out of the back door,—both in a state of the greatest con-

sternation. They stand outside, dumbfounded, waiting for more.

The Roman Candle is a good one, and, after the usual sputterings

and fryings,—SHOOT !—comes the second ball of fire. Of course, the

force of the discharge causes the Roman Candle to "kick," whirl around,

and do things to the crockery. First, there is darkness and ominous
sputtering, then,

—

shoot!—and a sudden illumination; then a cup and
saucer falls off the table with a loud crash, then a plate or two, and then

a pitcher—old Jack and Cassie listening in a state of the highest excite-

ment and amazement.
From his side of the darkness old John is heard yelling, "Cas.yav.'

CasSAY ! ! What in the HELL'S the matter in there?"

And from Mrs. Harris' side of the gloom comes the feeble and

quaking admission, "I don't know."
Of course, the Roman Candle fires its last round in due time, and

the fugitives venture back into the house, strike a light and investigate.

Then, they see that young Jack has been up to one of his tricks, and he

comes in for angry verbal trouncings.
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Now, I am aware of the fact that some such story as this is now to

be found in the books, but I am sure that this particular joke, as played

upon his parents and afterwards related by him, was original with "Jack"
Harris.

Occasionally, he wrote letters for the county papers, and, to those

who were acquainted with the people of whom he wrote, the letters were

as humorous as Bill Arp's. In a small way. Jack acted as attorney in

the Justice Court of his militia district, and the manner in which he

would sometimes mystify his honor, the J. P., was comical. He actually

had a levy dismissed once, upon the ground that the mule levied on was
older than the Fi. Fa. When it was remarked that a newly elected J. P.

had been requested to come up to the County site and be qualified, Jack's

comment was, "Well, they can swear him in, but all h—1 can't qualify

him."

Another of these illiterate and obscure humorists used to describe

an adventure in hunting. A party of young men, on a dark night, go
out to a "new ground" to kill birds. The way of it is this : the party

carry torches of "fat" pine, and they surround a large brush-heap, in

which birds are roosting. The brush-heap is given a shake, and out

fly the birds. The men, equipped with boughs broken from bushes, beat

down the birds,—the poor things being blinded and bewildered by the

lights and the noise. It used to be great sport. On the night in question,

the brush heaps were very large, very dry, and quite full of birds. The
young men were having a fine time. Suddenly, one of them, who had
taken his position on a stump at the edge of a big brush pile, lost his

balance in striking at a bird, and pitched head-foremost into the heap,

—

head down and heels up in the air. Naturally, he threw out his hands

in falling, and thus he plunged his blazing torch into the very midst of

the dry leaves, twigs and limbs. His shout of alarm as he fell, the way
in which the brush-heap took fire, right under him, the manner in which

he waved his legs for help,—they, of course, pointing skyward while his

head was buried in the brush pile,—his yells for "the boys" to come and
pull him out ; the ludicrous figure he cut, turned upside down as he was

;

his wild scrambling to get out of there, and his utter helplessness and
growing terror, and the increasing urgency of his cries for help,—all

this was described and acted in a style that was pure comedy.

The same man related an incident which he had witnessed. A
farmer had a flock of sheep. They had eaten out one pasture and he was
about to let them into a new one. The sheep were very tired of the ex-

hausted range, and z'ery eager to leave it. So, when the farmer came to

the fence and began to make motions like a man who meant to open a

gap, they were all attention. As he proceeded to lay off one rail and

then another, the stately old bell-wether marched up, followed by all

the flock, ready to enter the new pasture. Rail after rail came down,

the bell-wether growing more impatient every moment. Finally, when
the farmer had almost got the gap to suit him, the bell-wether could wait

no longer. The farmer was stooping, in the act of removing the last

rail, when the impatient leader of the flock decided to jump over the

stooping farmer into the inviting range beyond. Just as the sheep leap-

ed, the man was straightening, and the sheep struck him, knocking him

down. But on went the leader of the flock, and of course, nothing could

stop the other sheep. They had to follow their leader. Each time the
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farmer tried to get up a sheep would floor hiui, and tliis went on until

he had been literally knocked down by every sheep in his flock.

This story was told me, with such particulars that no one could
doubt the incident, but some years later, in reading one of the British
essayists—Charles Lamb, I think—I came upon a similar anecdote; yet
I am sure that Major Hendon witnessed the scene which he so often and
so humorously described.

* *

Sometimes, the fun grows out of sayings and situations not intended
to be funny.

Take for instance, this sentence from a court-house speech of Samp-
son Levy, of the Philadelphia bar: "Gentlemen of the jury, his iniquity
stares you in the face with gigantic strides."

Or take an extract from one of the parliamentary orations of Sir
Boyle Roche. The gallant son of Erin was assailing the Government,
of course, and was referring to the nefarious schemes of the ministerial

bunch

:

"I know what they are at; I see the storm brewing; I smell a rat,

and I'll nip it in the bud."

In another of Sir Boyle's fervent addresses he enthusiastically advo-
cated some pet measure of his—the Union, perhaps—and rapturously
prophesied that, if adopted, it would "change barren hills into fruitful

valleys."

These sayings strike me as being funny, but they were not so intend-

ed, and neither Sir Boyle nor Sampson Levy set up for a wit.

Upon an occasion when I was spending the day at Liberty Hall, one
of Mr. Stephens' bosom friends, James D. Waddell, spoke and acted a

jurj'-speech of a certain North Georgia lawyer. This attorney was a
man of family, past middle age, and a leader of the bar of that circuit.

His client was being tried for murder. The man had shot the seducer
of his daughter. The old lawyer was putting in his best licks for his

client, lashing himself into a fury as he pictured the enormity of the prov-

vocation which had caused the homicide. He not only spoke of what
any man would do under similar circumstances, but put himself in de-
fendant's place, telling the jury what he—the doddering old lawyer

—

would have done had any man wronged one of his daughters in that

way. In a burst of noble eloquence, he snorted, "IVhy, gentlemiin of
the jury! if an\ vile wretch treated one of me own darters like THAT,
I'd shc'ot him' down!— ]'ES> AS I WOULD THE BEAR THAT
STOLE ME PIG!!!"

As Jim Waddell spoke this, mimicking the tones and attitudes of

the old Marietta lawyer, Mr. Stephens laughed as boyishly as any of us.

In fact, Alexander H. Stephens dearly loved a joke or bit of pleasantry,

and some of his own retorts, on the hustings and at tlic bar, were as

brilliant as the better known witticisms of Robert Toombs.
On the other hand, one of the brainiest and wittiest men that ever

cut a figure in our public life—S. S. Cox—wrote a book on "Why We
Laugh," doing his level best to make it funny, and what was the result?

Nobody laughed, and everj'body said the book was wearily, drearily,

deadly dull.

It wit were nothing more than what the various definitions claim it
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to be, one could teach it to others; or one who is not a witty person by

nature could become one by culture.

Yet, we might as well contend that a teacher can implant into one's

being the musical talent, the poetical talent, the talent which made
Thackeray, Charles Reade and Dickens the greatest of English novelists,

—or the talent which made O'Connell a king among men.

When Coleridge, who sometimes delivered public lectures, asked

the quiet and modest Charles Lamb, "Did you ever hear me lecture?"

and the demure essayist answered, "I never heard you do anything else,"

the humor does not consist, altogether, of anything that either of the

two said : the smile comes in because you are familiar with the

fact that Coleridge was a most inveterate monopolist of the conversa-

tion. Invariably, he did all the talking. No one else could edge in a

single word. Read Carlyle's description of Coleridge and his mono-
logues in the great Scotchman's "Life of John Sterling." It is the finest

thing of the kind in the English language.

One might, in some sort, define the wit and humor of Mark Twain
and of Charles Dickens, but, after the definition were completed, one

would realize that it did not include the humor of Charles Reade—that

subtle, unobtrusive, delicious, and entirely modest humor which, by the

side of that of Dickens and Mark Twain, reminds you of a lily amid
hollyhocks, a rose beside a sun-flower, a violet in company with a corpul-

ent, overgrow chrysanthemum.
Then, again, here's a queer thing: if the funniest of stories is ad-

vertised by him who is to tell it, or by some one else present, as being

"the funniest thing you ever heard," it never is.

Almost invariably the fun is killed by the announcement that it's

coming. The same thing would be true, perhaps, of the pathetic ; but

it isn't true of eloquence. Sometimes, though not always, an orator can
talk off the damage done him by the speech of introduction. But a

joke never survives. Prepare people to laugh, and you've put your
witty man in a hole.

There is on record a case of a woman who aspired to be a social

l(;ader, and who was ambitious to have her "receptions" attended by the

creme de la creme, don't you know. Well, she invited the wag of the

town to be present. The funny man went. As soon as his hat was safely

anchored and he had made his salutations in due form, the tactful hostess

sang out, in a loud encouraging voice, "Now, Mr. So-and-So, you must
be at your funniest tonight. You must make everybody laugh."

The poor fellow was annihilated, and not a single witty thing could
he think of that evening.

Then, why is it that some things are amusing when you first hear
them, become nuisances ever after, while others retain their flavor and
cause you to smile each time they recur?

For example, consider that idiotic, summer-time tormentor who asks,

"Is it hot enough for you?"
It is possible that this question, when first propounded, on a day

of sultry heat,—one sufferer dolefully speaking to another,—might have
seemed ludicrous and might have been amusing.

I don't say that it was,—what I say, and all that can conscientiously
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be said by any God-fearing man,—with the fate of Ananias and Sapphira

as a dreadful warning against lie-teUing—is that the idiotic question

might possibly once have been, and for one time only, amusing. But
1 think yon will aL;rcc with iiu- that the iii'|iiiry has Ix-come a virulent

and criminal nuisance, and the man who asks it an intolerable, pestifer-

ous and unmitigated bore.

On the other hand, who would ever fail to get fun, at least once a

year, forever, out the celebrated case of "lianlcll v. Pickwick"; the re-

hearsal of the servants in "She Stoops to Conquer" ; and "A Coon-hunt

in a Fency Country," appended to "Major Jones' Courtship," and the

family quarrel, in Paris, which Thackeray describes in "Philip?" In

the forgotten Southern author's book,
—

"P'lush Times of Alabama and
Mississippi" you may find the record of the trial of a law-case equally

as ^i^ood as Dicheiis' "Bardell v. Piekicietc." . .(It is a wonder to me that

some publisher does not bring out a new edition of that splendid work.)
In Gait's Reports" is given an account of a hardened sinner, who

was prayed for at a religious revival by a solicitous church member. In

the course of this voluntary appeal for the sinner in question, the member
who was doing the praying saw fit to tell the Lord all about said sinner.

According to the prayer, the subject of it had just about run the whole

gamut of immorality. The sinner did not relish this prayer the least bit.

The more he thought of it, the madder he got. In a day or so he was
wrought up to such a pitch that he went and saw a Justice of the Peace.

In those clays, I'"cdcral Judges were mollycoddles compared to country

Justices. This particular Justice took jurisdiction of the sinner's case,

v/ithout hesitation, and issued a summons against the ])raycrful church

member, haling him to court to meet the charge of Libel.

The evidence was undisputed, and to the Justice it was one of

Dan'l. Dennis' plain cases. He found the Defendant guilty, sentenced

him to pay Plaintiff a sow and twelve pigs, and to give bond not ever to

pray for Defendant any more. The Defendant took no appeal. He
forked over the sow and pigs, paid the costs, and turned and walked off

"Hold on there !" cried his honor, the Justice. "You haven't given

bond not to pray for Plaintiff again."

"No use givin' no bond," came the response. "I'd see him in h—1,

before I'd ever pray for him any more."

Sometimes the wit is born of circumstances, and not of words at

all.

For example, a few years ago when Queen Victoria was still reign-

ing,—the "silver tongued orator of Kentucky," Breckinridge, became in-

volved in a most scandalous alTair with, a woman. It "came out" that

Breckinridge was a rake of long standing. Well, to a certain extent,

his friends rallied around him, while poor Madeline Pollard betook her-

self to a convent. During Breckinridge's canvass for re-election, and

while addressing one of the crowds, he made the aimouncement that,

immediately after the election, he meant to go to I'jigland. The band

Struck up "God Save the Queen!" and everybody, in Kentucky and else-

where, laughed.

Could you put the n'hy into a definition? Impossible.
* * * *

Did you ever think of the important part which Wit has played in

human affairs?
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You have seen its triumphs in the court-house, ^Yhere many a truth-

ful witness has been made to seem a liar by the witty lawyer conducting

the cross-examination. You have seen juries influenced by wit and

humor, and led into the belief that the attorney who got the laugh on his

opponent had the better case.

So, on tlie hustings wit often wins a victory at the expense of right.

Many a man, totally unfit for the place, has won his way to Congress

with catchy anecdotes and with his ability to make his rival appear ridicu-

lous.

There is a well known instance of a legislative Committee being won
over, to the wrong side, by a witty story. The victor was Chauncey

Depew, and the fruit of his triumph was one more franchise privilege

for the Vanderbilt family, whose paid servant he is.

At every state capitol and at our national capitol are highly-salaried

lobbyists who are hired by the corporations to influence legislators. One
of the most useful talents of these hirelings is the ability to amuse their

prey. They wine and dine the patriotic m.ember and they tickle him with

funny yarns, and the first thing he knows he sees everything through

the glasses of his jolly entertainer.

By his famous "Duluth" speech, Proctor Knott, of Kentucky, laugh-

ed out of court a subsidy bill ; and General Schenck by a witticism broke

down the opposition to his Tariff Act of 1870-1.

All who have studied the career of Mr. Lincoln know how well his

store of anecdotes, aptly told, served him in the court-room, on the hust-

ings and in the grave deliberations of the Cabinet.

It is certain that without his wit that marvelous Jew, Disraeli, would

never have conquered the aristocracy of Great Britain ; and it is equally

certain that had not he been Premier of Great Britain the history' of the

world would have been different.

Yet, the excessive use of wit lowers its possessor, and he loses

weight no matter how learned and capable.

Tom Corwin, of Ohio, was a very much abler lawyer than Mr. Lin-

coln, but because of his too lavish employment of his laughter-provoking

gifts, the country would never rate him at his true value. The same

was true of S. S. Cox,—yet Cox was easily the master of James G. Blaine

in debate.

The wit may be a merry man and a hard-hearted, but a genuinely

humorous man is almost always a sad man, and full of human kindness.

Of all our Presidents, ]\Ir. Lincoln was the saddest, and none of

them had so rich a vein of humor. We know of Lowell's humor,—and

do we not have by heart that little poem of hopeless^ incurable grief.

"After the Funeral ?" In Poe's fugitive writings, reviews, etc., there are

to be found gems of humor, and what figure is more tragic than that of

this dreamer,—strayed from classic antiquity into backwoods America?

* * * *

In American politics, the ill-timed jest has often upset the best laid

plans. Stephen A. Douglas probably lost the iiomination at the famous

Charle.slon Convention because of a joke cracked by "the little giant"

at the expense of Howell Cobb during a dinnei at the home of Toombs.
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The enmity which Vice-President Stephens, of the Southern Con-
federacy, cherished for Benjamin 11. Hill was a serious handicap to Mr.
Davis' adminislralion. It is pussil)lc that this enmity ^rcw out of the
Lexintjton dchatc, in which Air. Hill oot the laugh on Mr. Stephens so
completely.

It was the convivial jocularity of Robert Toombs, at a certain din-

ner table in ^Montgomery, that made a bad impression upon delegations
whc) did nut know ut roonibs' reserved powers; and this idle jesting and
wine bibbing caused him to lose the Presidency of the Southern Confed-
eracy With Toombs as Chief E.xecutive, we would cither have whipped,
or got whipped, inside of a year.

The humor of Spain, few of us know anything about, save as we
enjoy it in Don Quixote. Cervantes said that he could have made the
book much more entertaining had it not been for Inquisitorial and politi-

cal intimidation. One can well believe it, for Church and State in Spain
were tempting tragets for satire. Nevertheless, Sancho Panza, whether
.IS humble squire or as Governor of the Island, is a source of perennial

diversion. But Cervantes did not "laugh Spain's chivalry away," in the
sense that Byron meant, for chivalry, as an institution, had already been
blown away by gunpowder.

And that reminds me of a curious mistake made by lovers of Shakes-
peare. In Harry Hotspur's account of the court fop who caine to him
on the battle-field and minced and postured and put on airs, occurs the

oft-quoted line,

"and said he would himself have been a soldier

but for those vile guns."

Now, the whole world laughs over that saying of the popinjay, as

though he had meant that he would have been a soldier, had there been
no danger to fear.

That is not the meaning at all. What the coxcomb was driving at

was about this,
—"We no longer fight, altogether, with sword and lance;

we can no longer rely upon armor and individual skill and strength;

war is no longer a matter of chivalry, or personal prowess, in which the

long training of the Knights tells on the battle-field. These vile guns
zvhich have been recently introduced have robbed war of its romance.
A cobbler, or a baker, or a candle-stick maker, who has never been

trained at arms can now be taught to stick a torch to touch-hole of a

musket, and zvith this vile gun, said vulgar nobody may blozv Sir Knight

to kingdom come, and Sir Knight never be able to get near enough to

said vulgar nobody to spit him upon chivalric lance."

That's what the fine-feather dude meant. Like the dandies of the

French Court, he was probably brave enough to fight and die,—but he

was disgusted with the gunpowder innovation which deprived aristocracy

of its advantages over democracy in the shock of battle.

* *

French wit and humor is better known to us than that of any other

continental state. We are familiar with Moliere, Montaigne, Voltaire,

LeSage, Beaumarchais, Rochefoucild, Chamfort, Berangcr. Madame
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de Sevigne, Dumas, Balzac,—to say nothing of racy collectors of stories,

like Queen Marguerite of Valois, and numberless writers of memoirs

and farces and short stories.

But the richest and most varied wit and humor of which we have

any knowledge is the Celtic contribution to literature. The great Ger-

manic, or Teutonic, people were unromantic, had no gaiety of soul, had

no delicacy and brilliance of intellect, had no tenderness and little imagin-

ation. They were a matter of fact race.

Now, these strong, fierce and unsentimental Germanic people over-

came the native Celts of England, and in the course of time the two

races blended. We are not Anglo Saxons. Even our russet-haired,

blue-eyed types, tall and fair skinned are no more than the recurrence of

a lost type,—just as a black child, woolly and smelly, is sometimes born

to parents, one of whom is white and the other nearly so.

The Germanic people who invaded and conquered England were

not so numerous as the native Celts, and the so-called Anglo Saxons of

today are more Celt than Teuton.

On every hand, it is admitted that English literature owes its more
fascinating elements, not to the conquerors, but to the conquered. The
light play of fancy, the tenderness of sentiment, the brilliance of wit and

the richness of humor, the finer qualities of our music and poetry, the

oracefulness of literary form and expression, are but items in the list of

debts that we owe to the Celt.

A Forgotten Scholar

Have you ever heard of Hugh Swinton Legare?

His father was one of those Huguenots who left France because of

religious intolerance, and came to America because of its promise of

freedom.

His mother belonged to the Scotch family of Swinton, whose war-

riors defended the border, and whose name is honored in the chronicles

cf Froissart and Walter Scott.

Hugh Swinton Legare was born in Charleston, South Carolina,

January 2, 1797. A large, well-formed child, he grew to be almost a

deformed man, on account of having been vaccinated for smallpox.

Fearing that the disease might attack the boy, his fond parents delivered

him to a doctor, who gave him such a bad case of artificial smallpox that

he never got over it. For months he was kept flat on his back, his knee

joints and elbow joints terribly inflamed. For eight years his growth

was arrested, and when he did begin to grow to manhood, the growth

was mostly above the waist line.

Therefore, Hugh Swinton Legare had the head, shoulders and chest

of a finely shaped man, while his lower limbs were so short in compari-

son that there was no beauty of proportion.

Seated, he seemed a magnificent specimen of manhood ; standing, he

had none of the impressiveness of stature which adds so much to the

"imposing presence."
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As a boy, his infinnity made him unfit for roup^h p:amcs and exer-

cises. Naturally he took to solitude and books.

His father died while Hugh was very youn.<:i:, and to his mother was

left his training; and education.

Mary Swinton Legare was one of the noblest women of the Old

South—and when that is said no more can be said. To make of her

brij^ht boy a useful man became the purpose of her life, and to her pure

teachins:s. her firm control, her wise .c^uidance Hugh Legare was in-

debted for that splendid honesty of character, that unselfish devotion to

high ideals that makes a study of his modest career so beneficial.

After some preliminary schooling, which included a course at the

celebrated Academy of Dr. Moses Waddell, Hugh Legare spent four

years in Columbia College and graduated with the highest honors. (De-

cember, 1814.)

The next three years young Legare devoted to a study of the law.

and at the age of twenty-one he could have commenced the practice of

his profession better equipped than Benjamin Butler, Daniel Webster,

\\'illiam H. Crawford, Henry Clay or George McDuffie.

But young Legare had a scholar's lust for knowledge, and he went

to Europe to complete his education.

In his beautiful letters to his mother he tells of his studies in Edin-

burgh, Scotland ; then of his travels and studies on the Continent.

After two years abroad he returned to Charleston, and two more

years were spent in the study of the law. And then he was admitted

to the Bar.

Now, let those young men of the present day who bemoan the fact

that they have no college education, study the fate of Hugh S. Legare.

Fortune gave him ample means to attend schools, ransack libraries,

pursue knowledge, exhaust the sources of information both at home and

abroad. Nature gave him as fine an intellect as ever warmed the heart

and whetted the zeal of a teacher. He could learn and he could remem-

ber. He could think as well as learn. He was an effective speaker and a

magnificent writer. In a classical controversy he could, mid did, make a

monkey out of the famous Englishman, Lord Brougham. His essay on

Demosthenes is one of the finest things in the English language, and

Rufus Choate is said to have never tired of reading it.

His paper on the "Democracy of Athens" has never been surpassed

in solid, sterling value, by Macaulay, Carlyle or anybody else.

His argument against Nullification is sounder than Webster's, for it

is not built upon a false foundation, as Webster's was.

In short, Hugh Swinton Legare was, perhaps, as able a man, natu-

rally, as Clay, Webster. Calhoun, Benton or Crawford ; and. as a scholar,

be infinitely surpassed them all. He had read more books, garnered more

knowledge, learned more languages, spent more time in preparation than

any of them.

Academically, he was easily the master of the whole bunch—Clay.

Webster, Calhoun, Benton, Crawford. That is to say, in book learning
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he excelled them all. He probably knew more than all three of "the

.Great Trio," with Benton and Crawford thrown in for good measure.

Why is it, then, that Hugh S. Legare never succeeded in proportion

to his natural ability and his mental culture? Why is it that nearly every

schoolboy knows something of Clay, Webster and Calhoun, while

not one boy in ten thousand will ever hear of Hugh Legare? Why
is it that the speeches and writings of Clay, Webster and Calhoun are

to be found in all the book catalogues, while the writings and speeches of

Legare are the "rare specimens" of a few libraries?

It is a curious conundrum, and illustrates what I have been saying

to the young men in this Magazine—namely, that a collegiate education

is not absolutely necessary to the success of a practical lawyer.

Abraham Lincoln had almost no sort of education, yet see what a

success he was as a lawyer.

Ben Butler had only a smattering of collegiate education, yet he put

Rufus Choate to rout the very first time they clashed.

George McDuffie had no education to compare with Legare's, yet

Legare had no practical success to compare with that of McDufifie.

Think of these things, young man, and don't be downhearted be-

cause you are too poor "to go to college."

Lots of men who were never great "went to college ;" lots of men
who zvere great didn't.

So you see, it's a question of what is in you.

If you haven't got within you the stuff out of which successful men
are made, no teacher, no book, no college will ever put it there.

If you have got the right sort of stuff in you, and will dash ahead

determined to succeed, as Clay, Jackson and Lincoln did, you will succeed

just as they did.

Andrew Jackson got a college degree—got it in New England, at

that—but it was after he had become a success as a lawyer, a merchant, a

farmer, a soldier and a politician. He did not get that college degree

until he was President of the United States. The school advertised itself

a little by giving the great Tennesseean a degree which he couldn't read

—for it was in Latin. Old Hickory laughed as they mumbled over the

words of the degree, and remarked that the only Latin he knew was

E Plurihus Unmn.
What was the matter with Hugh Swinton Legare? Why did not his

success measure up to the scale of his preparations? Because his perfect

culture had put him out of touch with the men among whom he moved.
His eminence was an isolation. Placed above the average of his com-

munity by his elaborate education, he was not in sympathy with the

average man, and the average man was not in sympathy with him.

But it is the average man who gives verdicts and votes ; it is the

average man whose shouts of applause make the temporary fame which

rules the court-room and the hustings. To be so highly educated as to

lose touch with the average man is to be over-educated. Mr. Legare

himself sadly admitted that he had wasted too much time in preparation.

He had mingled so long with scholars and book-worms, had lingered so
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lovingly in academies and libraries, that he was not fitted for the com-
panionship of the average man, or the hurly-burly of the busy world.

It became his deepest regret that he had not thrown himself earlier

into the struggle of life, and learned the ways of men by practical ex-

perience.

As suggested by his biographer, he had become too superior to the

commonplace man to exert any influence over that commonplace man.

He was so uncommon in his perfect culture that he could not get the

benefit of his actual talent among common men.

Like a man who would put all his money in big bills, he could not get

about the world as well as the man who carries small change.

After he had been a lawyer some years—years in which McDuf!ie,

Petigru and other less learned lawyers were earning big fees—Legare
was asked by a friend how he was getting along.

"Sir." answered he, "do you ask how I get along? I will tell you. I

have a variety of cases, and, by the bounty of Providence, sometimes get

a fee; but in general, sir, I practice upon the old Roman plan; and, like

Cicero's, mv clients pay me what they like—that is, often, nothing at

all."

He served two or three terms as a member of the Legislature, and

his reputation as a man of great powers and attainments spread among
those who could best appreciate him.

After awhile he was appointed Attorney-General for the State of

South Carolina. Duty calling him to the Supreme Court of the United
States, he made an argument before that tribunal which showed what he

really was, and which fixed his status as one of the great lawyers of his

time.

He soon afterward accepted an appointment, however, in the diplo-

matic service, and represented this Government as Charqc d'Affaires at

Brussels. Here he must have enjoyed himself thoroughly, for he moved
in the best society, was treated with the utmost consideration, and had the

companionship of scholars, the living and the dead.

Returning to Charleston (1836), he was. elected to Congress, where

he at once made a brilliant record in debate ; but he was thrown out at

the next election by a hostile local combination.

Resuming the practice of law, he was now employed in some really

great cases, and, I hope, got some good fees. It was time.

He took a prominent part in the Presidential campaign of 1840,

making speeches in Richmond and New York, which were considered

magnificent.

Next year the original Harrison Cabinet resigned, and Mr. Legare

was appointed Attorney-General of the United States.

Nobody questioned his fitness for this high place, and his conduct

of the business of the office was a success. When Mr. Webster retired

from the State Department. President Tyler confided to Mr. Legare, ad

interim, the care of that department.
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Thus Mr. Legare was doing double duty, and his strength failed

under it.

His sister, Mrs. Bryan, to whom he was tenderly attached, died in

July, 1842.

The January following, he lost his mother whom he had loved to the

last with boyish devotion, the mother to whom he wrote from Europe,

in 1819:

"The whole happiness of my life is henceforth to make you happy."

A noble pledge ! and nobly kept. »

In 1843 he went with the President to Boston to take part in the

Bunker Hill celebration. Seized by a sudden and violent illness (June

16), he was unable to attend the ceremonies, and died on the morning

of June 20.

He had never married.

Taken all together, here is to me one of the saddest of records.

Who could have begun the race of life with better chances to win

it than Hugh Legare?

By birth he belonged to the slave-holding aristocracy, the alleged

ruling class of his State. He had the benefit of the best education that

money could buy. He literally ransacked the civilized world in his quest

of knowledge.

He had a mind of high order to start with, and his industry in im-

proving it has seldom been surpassed.

His character was without blemish ; his disposition amiable ; his

manners those of the accomplished gentleman. He neither drank and

gambled, like Henry Clay, nor did he play cards and get drunk, like

Daniel Webster. He had no quarrels and duels as McDuffie had ; raised

no rows at horse races and other places, as Andrew Jackson did; shot

down no enemies in street fights, as Thomas H. Benton did; beat no

Congressman with a stock, as Sam Houston did; had no feud with a

neighbor about that neighbor's pretty wife, as Jefferson had; and pub-

lished no "Mrs. Reynold's" Confessions, as Hamilton thought it neces-

sary to do.

No ! Hugh S. Legare was a "Mother's boy"—a model of good con-

duct and of good character ; a model student, a good citizen, elaborately

equipped to be a model lawyer, a model author, a model orator, and a

model statesman.

Yet he failed.

He failed all along the line. He tried to run a magazine. The
Southern Review, but his articles went clean over the heads of the people,

and the magazine died of too much learning.

He tried politics, and "practical fellows" tripped him and passed on

ahead.

He tried to be a lawyer and, so far as knowing the law was con-

cerned, Webster was not his equal, nor Pinckney his superior, but

Webster and Pinckney had a success at the bar which painfully dwarfs
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the career of Lcg;are. He made fine speeches, but couldn't keep in the

swim. A favorite among scholars, the common people loved him not.

He did not understand them, nor they him. The mystic tie of sympathy

was not there.

"I started too late: I lingered over books too long: I should have

plunged into the fight earlier, trusted more to my natural capacity and less

to education. / am ovcr-cdiicatcd."

Was there ever a mournfuller wail than this?

He took no sweet woman to wife: children came not to sit upon his

knee. Books, and his sisters ; books, and his mother ; books, and some

forgotten speeches; books, and a few masterful but neglected essays;

books, and a few second-rate appointments to office; books, and a sudden

breakdown and death.

It is almost appalling, so much study and so little result; .=..) much

labor and so little done. Such a royal liberality in seed-sowing, and such

a beggarly harvest.

Had the handsome, brilliant, sweet-tempered, golden-hearted Hugh
Legare buckled right down to practical afTairs, as soon as he left college,

getting used to the ways of men, wearing off the wire edge and getting

on working terms with the average man, gaining by actual experience that

knowledge of men and things which cannot be got in any other way;

had he got down off the high horse and mixed and mingled with the

boys, had he studied Tom, Dick and Harry and caught the cue, had he

looked upon the marvellous leaves in the great book of Human Nature

and read what is written there, had he made himself a man among men,

caught the glow of their passions, felt the warmth of their sympathies,

swum in the current of their energies and their practical purposes, he

would have known better how to talk to them, better how to write for

them, how to get votes and verdicts from them, how to mold their con-

victions and lead their advance.

Had he got down upon the ground floor with the people, as all

Americans who have achieved great practical success as lawyers, authors,

orators and political leaders have had to do, he might have been as pow-

erful with the pen as Horace Greeley; on the hustings he might have

equaled Clay ; in the court-room Webster would have met him with the

stern joy which warriors feel in foemen worthy of their steel.

As it is, he is but a memory in the minds of the few.

He went forth into the fields of toil and came back with empty

arms.

He spoke, and nobody heard.

He wrote, and nobody reads.

Upon the sands of time he left no trace.

The brilliant morning of his life led to no midday splendor, no gor-

geous afternoon, no immortal afterglow.

Only the curious student, exploring obscure corners of the Hbrary,

and poring over "quaint and curious volumes of forgotten lore," will ever

learn the strangely melancholy story of the forgotten scholar. Hugh

Swinton Legare.



A Day of Rest

A few more years, and the charging columns of traffic will have

stormed tlje ancient battlement of the sacred city, and the steady stream

of gain-seekers will flow on, unimpeded by its barrier.

Already the beer-gardens, the dance halls, the baseball and football

teams, the railroads and the newspapers drive right through its hallowed

piecincts. Already the busy contractor in the great city makes the ham-

mers ring while the church bells chime.

Weil, I am an old-fashioned man—simple in some things, I reckon.

God knows I am little fitted to sermonize, but I am not ashamed to say

that I feel a profound reverence for that old land-mark,—the Sabbath

day. To see it go down under the hurrying feet of mere selfish money-

hunters would, in my eyes, be a far-reaching calamity.

This is said in no spirit of narrow sectarianism. Far from it. But

I believe a periodical rest-day is so very needful Ho the world; so true

an econom.y of time, of energy, of strength; so moral and elevating in

all its tendencies, that were religion entirely removed from the debate, I

•.vould, as a law-maker, vote to compel a zveekly halting of the human
hordes.

I have read somewhere that in crossing the plains, in the emigrant

lUys, the teams which halted for Sunday always caught up with, and then

passed, those which had travelled on without the halt. I do not doubt

tl'i.t such would be the case in any similar test.

The French republic, in its general reforms, undertook to eliminate

rhe seventh day Sabbath and to make every tenth day the Sunday, instead.

JJistorians tell us the attempt was a failure; that men and beasts wore
away under the lengthened strain, and that France had to return to the

old seventh day rest.

In this country we have a heartless, tireless, pitiless race for wealth,

such as the world never saw before. The great lines of duty are becoming

dim. The grand ideas of moral responsibility are fading away. The
sublime conception of life as a trusteeship of noble powers, aspirations

and opportunities, is battling for its very existence.

Every year this maddening rush for money ; this insane "get there"

push for success, regardless of methods, sees us drawing nearer to the

fatal brink over which so many nations have gone down in ruin. When-
ever we lose entirely the belief in human accountability to Eternal powers

;

whenever we are possessed utterly by the creed that life ends at the grave,

and that therefore we must "eat, drink and be merry"—then, indeed, we
are doomed.

Money will be the God we worship. The basest passions of our

animal nature will assert supreme authority over thought and speech and

act. From January to January there will be the rush, the roar, the march,

the deadly combat, the shout of onset, the cry of the wounded, the cheers

of these relentless civilized savages whose only care, purpose, effort, reli-

gion, is to get money. In this mad saturnalia, so very destructive to the
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better attributes of manhood, the catcluvorils of the procession will be

piecisely the same as those under which all the old I'agan nations went

headlong to perdition, "moey, and woman and wine."

Strike Sunday out of the habits and thoughts and reverences

of men, and we will have lost a priceless heirloom of the past whose value

we did noc know until it was gone.

I confess to an instinctive respect for the time-honored halting day

of our people—not necessarily the day of starchy dressing, idle gossip,

sermonizing, formalities or gloom. That's as may be—every man being

h:s own judge of his duty. Least of all do I mean the day of "come to

siay" visiting. The only men I ever maim and murder, with malice

aforethought (both express and implied), are these "all-day" Sabbath

visitors.

Meaning none of these, I yet love the ciay of rest, quiet and re-

fection. With folded hands, one can stop and think. There's no thought

that rivals are passing zuhile zs.'e pause. They are halting, too.

There is time to look back upon the road already travelled, and

tiumber the mile-posts. On this day, we are not afraid that somebody
w'.U drive by us and get ahead.

There is time to deal honestly with one's self, and to inquire with

ti'hat cargo zve are saili)ig on to the unknozvn seas,—a most serious

inquiry.

There is time to look over the leaves of our "Brief of Testimony",

oud to see zvliat kind of case we are carrying to the great High Court.

There is time for all these, and for many things yet better than

these ; and when Monday comes, no man goes fresher or stronger to

tlie unfinished tasks of life than he who can say, "I remembered the

Sabbath day and kept it holy,"—each being the judge of hozv he construes

the word 'holy".

Blessed forever be the old Sabbath of our fathers ! Let every maii

frame his own creed and be true to it—but to me it is a sublime thought

that when the sun comes up, on the Seventh day, he glances over a world

of rest; that the allotted tasks have been done; that strife is hushed;

that rivalry enjoys a truce; the arm of labor is relaxed; the rush of

capital is arrested
;
greed is at bay ; conscience is alive ; duty is on guard,

and the white tents of peace are dotting every plain and valley on all this

g:eat globe.



^
Spinning Song

Ah, Laddie, there's some one your heart must be weaning

Away from the lass that you left with a vow

;

How else could your ears be so deaf to my keening,

Throughout the drear nights when I weep for you now ?

The sod of our country was slow in its greening.

Yet spring is long spent ; and the ships, as they come,

Leave never a message to show that you're leaning

Or longing at all toward the sweetheart at home.

Ah, Laddie, aroon, as I sit at my spinning,

I weave, with my Hax, many fancies the day

;

And I wonder sometimes if 't is terrible sinning

That your face seems to lurk in each bead as I pray.

As the blythe Shannon springs from its sprightly beginning,

With dimples and smiles, till 't is lost in the bay.

So my thoughts ripple over your wooing and winning.

But to sink in that sorrowful sigh—you're azi'ay!

Just the dull, drifting days with the wheel's weary whirring,

The heather-blue nights brooding over the sea.

While the hope of each dawn meets the twilight's deferring,

And the hurt. Oh, the hurt, at your silence, machree

!

In your wondrous new world, there is happiness stirring,

But pain's in my heart, sharp as thorns on yon tree

;

He may go, she must bide. 'T is the old rule recurring,

That portions despair and the distaff to me.

—Grace Kirkland.



A Survey of the World
By Tom Dolan

Anti-Jap Bills

In nothing has the undue influence

of Mr. Roosevelt been so conspicuous

as his attitude, representing the Na-
tional government opposing the legis-

lative enactments of California, Ne-
vada, Oregon and the far Western

States generally directed toward es-

tablishing the status of Orientals in

America. The measures of Califor-

nia may be pronounced typical.

Without detailing these, or similar of

other commonwealths, the provisions

fall into four main divisions, namelv,

residential segregation, prohibition of

indefinite land ownership, directorship

of corporations and the determination

to separate the races in the public

schools. All of these features were

before the legislature, in Sacramento,

in the expectation of passage, when
the president wired Governor Gillett,

of California, as follows

:

"I must again express from the

standpoint of all our people the

appreciation of the great service

that you are rendering. I have
absolute and entire faith in the

judgment and patriotism of the

people of the great state of Cali-

fornia, and I know that they will

support you. My letter is already

on its way to you and you may
make it public whenever you
desire."

This telegram was followed by a

long letter, condemning the proposed

legislation as unwise and likely to in-

volve the national government in

great difficulties. As a result of this,

Governor Gillett succeeded in estop-

ping all the regulations save that of

school separation. This would have

appeared sufficient concession to the

possibilities of international complica-

tions, but immediately upon pass-

age of the act, Mr. Roosevelt again

rushed in with tempestuous ardor to

the effect that : the exclusion of Jap-

anese children from the public schools

was the most offensive of all and cm-
bodying a demand that the veto to be

employed to stop it. He further aver-

red that the provision was "clearly

unconstitutional and would at once

have to be tested by the courts."

Here indeed lies the ruh. Who in-

terprets the Constitution? Mr. Roose-
velt, or the Supreme Court? Certes,

the Supreme Court has "the last guess

at the law," and its decision in the

Berea College case in Kentucky is so

fresh as to leave no doubt that the

sanction of the highest authority in

the land would be given to California

in its determination to prevent mixed
schools. In Kentucky an endowment
provision that a certain college should

be co-racial preceded the legislative

attempt to disrupt the system of hav-

ing whites and negroes attend the

same institutions. A "vested right"

was overthrown in the interests of ra-

cial purity. What can the Japanese

bring to bear upon the situation that

is stronger than the claims of the Be-

rea College? Nothing. The schools of

California are supported by the Statt-.

not the Union, and obviously the

State should decide how its taxes may
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OUR NATIONAL ENFANT TERRIBLE

Baltimort Sun

"Aw, Gwan, Uncle Sam, lemme soak "im! You can lick him easy!"

be employed. And the Japanese have

contributed nothing whatsoever to en-

title their children to education at the

expense of the white California tax-

payer. A "test in the Courts" would
be enough to overwhelm Mr. Roose-

velt with humiliation.

A very thin contention is made by

certain papers anxious to sustain the

Federal authority in attempting to

show that California was not one of

the original States, and therefore sov-

ereign rights do not so indisputably

appertain. This is mere silliness. The
original states established the distinc-

tion between the rights of all states

and the line beyond which Federal

authority would be encroachment.

Otherwise, the states later admitted

would have gained no advantage over

territorial condition. They would
have lost tremendously. It were idle

to imagine that Arizona and New
Mexico awaiting tardy statehood,

would come into the Union under a

different plan than the pioneer States

established for all. There can be no

sovereign states which have states'

rights ; and other sovereign states

which have but Federal restrictions.

California is quite within her estab-

lished privilege of determining the

admission of aliens, and since the

sense of the Pacific slope is against

Oriental inundation, the sister states

will side with that section. One race

problem is enough. Let Japan es-

tablish a boycott against American
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goods, if she can get along without

our products. And let her declare

war, if she so pleases. In the one

event, we have a market of hungry

and naked Americans who would con-

stitute all the market necessary for an

indefinite time, without combating
any hostility whatever. And in the

other, a race war on sea is better than

one on land, no doubt. The "peculiar

feeling of friendship" which Air.

Roosevelt may have for the brown
men is altogether a matter of individT

ual preference and taste. So far as

the plea of the manufacturers is con-

cerned, that we must "maintain trade

with the Orient" at the expense of

the best part of our civilization, it is

inevitably bound to fail.

N'oTE : As we go to press, it is reported that all the

Auli-Jap legislation has failed.

The Merger Industry

The rumor that the special commit-

tee of the Senate Judiciary Committee
appointed at the instance of Senator

Culberson, of Texas, to investigate

the presidential permission to the

United States Steel Company to vio-

late the Sherman law in the absorp-

tion of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railway Company, is about to ad-

journ without report, is disappointing.

There would seem to be no reason

why these gentlemen should bicker

over remote questions of technicality

in the face of incontrovertible evi-

dence of gross illegality.

By a mere transfer of securities,

subject to the arbitrary valuation of

the interested trust, property worth

$500,000,000, at the lowest estimate,

was acquired for $30,000,000, this

payment not being in real money, but

further discounted by the method of

settlement described, where the buyer

estimated both the value of his stock

and that of his rival, an equitable

proposition truly. This not only

meant immediate gains, but put the

competitor out of business and left

the public at the mercy of unchecked

exploitation. The Sherman law was
framed to prevent just such wrongs
to competitors and consumers.

It is therefore a work of superero-

gation on the part of the committee-

men to make of a simple matter a

thing confusing and complex. So far

as Mr. Roosevelt's own complicity in

the case is concerned, no dark and de-

vious examination need be made. His

own unblushing statements suffice to

prove his responsibility, however, he

may be excused on the grounds of well

meaning ignorance.

"As to the transaction in question, I

was personally cognizant of and re-

sponsible for its every detail."L In sub-

stantiation of this, he has also caused

to be published certain correspondence,

in which these statements by himself

to Attorney General Bonaparte ap-

pear:
" 'Judge E. H. Gary and Mr. H. C.

Frick, on behalf of the steel corpora-

tion have just called upon me. They

state that there is a certain business

firm (the name of which I have not

been told, but which is of real impor-

tance in New York business circles)

which will undoubtedly fail this week
if help is not given. Among its assets

are a majority of the securities of the

Tennessee Coal Company. Applica-

tion has been urgently made to the

steel corporation to purchase this stock

as the only means of avoiding a fail-

ure.

"
'Ju<JS'^ Gary and Mr. F'^rick in-

formed me that as a mere business

transaction they do not care to pur-

chase the stock; that under ordinary

circumstances they would not consider

purchasing the stock, because but little

benefit will come to the steel corpora-

tion from the purchase ; that they are

aware that the purchase will be used
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as a handle for attack upon them on

the ground that they are striving to

secure a monopoly of the business and
prevent competition—not that this

would represent what could honestly

be said, but what might recklessly and
untruthfully be said.'

"

The apologetic attitude adopted by

certain of the committee that no rea-

son appears why Mr. Roosevelt should

have interfered to pre^'ent this merger
is weak in the extreme. Ignorance of

an illegal combination might condone
lack of interference on the part of the

President, but when the matter is per-

sonally brought to his attention, the

hint to the Attorney General not to

"attack them on the ground that they

are striving to secure a monopoly,''

was tantamount to a Federal license tc

violate the law Mr. Roosevelt had
sworn to uphold. His acts have inter-

preted "my policies" so that even his

staunchest supporters must realize that

the thing meant thereby is prosecution

of men and corporations which do not

fawn upon and flatter the Executive,
and protection and patronage to those

who "crook the pregnant hinges of the

knee."

The Trouble in Tennessee

Almost at the identical time that

Thornton Hains put a second notch
on his revolver and walked jauntily

forth from the courts of New York a
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free man, Judge J. E. Jones, in Union

City, Tennessee, was sentencing six

men of the Reelfoot night-riders to

death, and two other leaders of the

band to life imprisonment. There is

no parallel in the two cases, but com-
parison throws impressive Hght upon
the variations in motif of defenses in

murder trials.

In the one, it was wearily expected

that Neuropathology would be ran-

sacked to provide some fascinating

new form of abnormality with which

to invest the Hains brothers, should

the scarcely-veiled insolence of the

"unwritten law" prove inadequate to

save them. And thus it proved. Thorn-
ton Hains was declared not guilty,

through some mysterious process

of reasoning on the part of the jury,

while Peter Hains has been exhibiting

a very creditable imitation of a state

of mental eclipse. How grimly dif-

ferent in the case of the night riders

!

No insanity pleas, no mawkish senti-

mentality, no deft disposition of pretty

babies around the court-room to soft-

en the hearts of judge and jury. It

was simply a contest between
stern, almost primitive, forms of

justice. Under the facts present-

ed, no honest, fearless repre-

sentatives of the law could have found

them guiltless of the assassination of

Captain Quentin Rankin ; on the other

hand, the conviction was equally

strong in the minds of the accused that

they had been actuated by a just cause

of resentment. Their original position

can never be expressed more forceful-

ly nor more pathetically than in the

following quaint, ungrammatical lan-

guage of one of the men sentenced

:

"It's like this, stranger. The Lord
put them old hills up there, and He put

some of us poor folks that He didn't

have room for nowhere else, up there,

too. And He seen we couldn't make a

livin' farming. So, by-and-by, he sent

an earthquake and made a hole in the

ground and filled it up with water anrl

put the fish in it. Then He knowed,

between farmin' and fishin' we could

manage to make a livin'."

It is quite true that the beautiful

sheet of water was apparently directly

created to meet the extreme need of

the people of the Reelfoot region. By
some strange freak of legislation, after

having been public property for many
years, this lake was deeded to a pri-

vate individual about forty years ago,

and has passed through several hands

since, finally becoming the property of

the men upon whom the night-riders

attempted summary vengeance, thus

bringing to a climax a long-brewing

resentment on the part of the residents

at having to pay for the privilege of

taking a few fish from a supply which

was in actual fact inexhaustible.

Those who expressed so much satis-

faction at the return of "law" should

reflect upon the absence of justice in

many a situation which creates law-

lessness. While murder and other

crimes are not to be commended, nei-

ther is that corruption which disre-

gards the moral claims of the poor and

helpless. Invariably terrible abuses of

irresponsible power creep into any sys-

tem whereby men essay to redress

their grievances by midnight threats

and assaults. Always will be unwise,

unjust measures make for lawlessness,

and it is strange that fortunate human

beings can never realize, until too late,

that the patience of the unfortunate is

not unending. The Reelfooters if de-

prived of their living, might have done

as the .starving in England are com-

pelled by the police to do now—that

is, moved on. Just the other day a

great lord was petitioned by a horde of
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such wretches to allow them the privi-

lege of using his tract of unoccupied

land as a refuge from eternal tramp-

ing, and it was believed he would

"grant the privilege." The lord didn't

earn the land himself, nor was he even

cultivating it, and doubtless his ances-

tors obtained it none too honestly
;
yet

under the law, his rights are vested

and undeniable to hold vast acres of

land from legitimate use, providing no

employm.ent for any of his country-

men, consecrated to the brutal sport of

his fox hunts, while Englishmen and

women, starving and freezing, are har-

ried from place to place in a way that

would not be tolerated by public sen-

timent if shown to dumb brutes. It is

no crime to oppress the poor, but if

they, in their yet lingering sense of

right, attempt by force to insure their

right to "life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness," at once all society rises

in horror at "lawlessness." And par-

ticulary does the "effete East," with

its "reciprocal insanity" and other ab-

surdities by which the social favorite

escapes the penalty for unjustifiable

homicide, make great to-do over mob
law in the South. Which usually, af-

ter all, is the expression of robust

emotions, and not the finale of a chap-

ter of eroticism and moral degener-

acy.

Where "Lawlessness" Really

Reigns

Police Commissioner Bingham, of

New York City, is a much criticised

man. No day passes but that he is

scathingly attacked as personally in-

efficient and the head as well of an

inefiicient force. How much of this is

true it would be difficult, at this dis-

tance, to determine, but there must be

some merit in his contention that one

must "fight fire with fire." He claims

he is hampered by an English-speak-

ing force. That he cannot cope with

the vast foreign element of criminals

without an adequate system of for-

eign-born detectives. The fact that

his plan to organize a "Black Hand
Squad" has brought forth a threat

like the following is proof that such

squad is feared:

"You are depriving us of our busi-

ness. Four men are after you. They
will shoot many bullets into you,

which will come back of the heart."

Also Commissioner Bingham says

that the white slave traffic would sim-

ply rend the hearts of the people, if

they could realize it. Altogether, it

looks as though Commissioner Bing-

ham has been given a very feeble

broom with which to sweep back the

tide of crime.

Incidentally, the thought strikes

one that the hapless women brought
over from Europe to feed the lusts

of slumdom are mostly Catholics,

from Catholic countries, and they are

received in a commonwealth wherein

the Catholic Church, with its confes-

sional and means of detecting the

wrong-doing out of the line of ordinary

police surveillance is very powerful.

What is the Church doing to save

these women who have knelt from
babyhood at its shrine? Its interven-

tion would be so effective almost as

to be perfect and it, alone, apparently,

is utterly indifferent to their fate.

Our Expensive Luxury

A President is a great luxury—

a

costly one. If the deluded people

would ever get their eyes open, they

would realize what silly gush it is,

this talk about the difficulty of the

President "maintaining his position"

on a paltry $50,000 a year. What on

earth does the President really pay for

out of his salary? $35,000 is allowed

for the maintenance of the White
House, and that's a tolerably generous
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slice for ordinary expenses. The
White House grounds are kept in or-

der at the expense of the pubHc, neces-

sitating $4,000 a year. For the green-

houses in which he gets his flowers,

and for lighting the grounds, another

$12,500 goes. His fuel is paid for, $6,-

000. His traveling expenses and

"contingent fund" make $50,000. His

printing is done free, his stationery fur-

nished, his wife has her lackeys all paid

for at public expense, his clerks and

aides are all carried on Uncle Sam's

pay-roll. Even the coon who has

done nothing but shave his mighty

jaws has been rated as a clerk in the

naval department at $1,600 a year!

Happy Sambo. Of course, the hys-

terical worshippers of the "square-

deal" will rise in incoherent wrath

and give us the familiar slush about

the Roosevelt "honesty." If he did

wrong, of course "he didn't know" it

was wrong. And they are right. Mr.
Roosevelt is but a youth, less thin 55

years of age. He was n^ver connected

with the intricacies of law-breaking
as police commissioner, never did

anything in his fresh young life

which could familiarize him with the

insidious forms of graft. The bar-

ber should have been more candid.

Eh yah ! It is a great time they

are having in Washington trying to

discover which is the biggest hypo-

crite.

Anyhow, the next President will

cost us about $300,000 and nothing is

lacking to true monarchial perquisites

except perhaps the "royal grant" to

each member of the "ruling family."

A Wide Revolution

Nothing short of a revolution is

the way that very influential newspa-
per, the New York World, recently

characterized the general feminist

movement for recognition in govern-
mental affairs throughout the globe,

not only in England, where the clamor
seems greatest, but in Europe, America
and even the Orient, supposedly
wrapped in the sloth of centuries. Yet
revolution is but the spectacular part,

after all, of evolution ; and although
the elements of combat should be
present in greater or less degree in

the wide-spread struggle for equal

suffrage, it will best be understood
by considering it, not as a sudden
rebellion, needless and baseless, and
certainly not as embodying any an-

tagonism between the sexes, but as an
issue simply inseparable from the uni-

versal trend toward emancipation.

Thus there is but one yard-stick by
which the q^icstion may rightly be

5TAN0PATTPT. I CwM it'* My Me>« *
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measured. Is equal adult suffrage es-

sentially democratic? If so, then it

will be viewed as wise or unwise,

sound or unsound, precisely in so far

as we are capable of appreciating the

principle of self-government. Repre-

sentation is better than no voice at all,

as those who have thrown off the

yoke of complete negation have testi-

fied, but so far as is reasonably, prac-

tically available, the direct rather than

the indirect control of public meas-

ures by the people is the ideal for the

future. It is not a mere coincidence

that, keeping pace with the social dis-

content of women, is the demand of

men themselves that, even in our so-

called free republic, the Initiative and

Referendum, the Imperative Mandate

and the Recall are principles supplant-

ing the old, apathetic, machine meth-

ods which have defeated popular will
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and multiplied governmental wrongs.

And the unassailable contention that

the cure for all evils under democracy
is more democracy is today taking the

still higher ethical position that, al-

though the majority must rule, the

minority should have some propor-

tional representation even in the coun-
sels of those unfavorable to their poli-

cies. So, the woman suffrage idea

must be the final fruition of that tree

of freedom whose roots in English
soil were struck in Magna Charta and
whose growth and nurture has been

the care of patriots ever since.

History has never seen the time and
never will when men as a class were
arrayed against women as a class, or

vice versa. So far as the especial fa-

vors of fortune are concerned, they

have been shared by both sexes.

Whenever privilege of any kind,

—

priestly, monarchial, aristocratic or

plutocratic has prevailed, we find botli

male and female of the dominant caste

ruthlessly enjoying their position at

the expense of the masses and resort-

ing to every form of tyranny and op-

pression to beat down revolt, so long

as strength alone is sufficient. When
that fails, coercion of other kinds is

tried and the old sophistry that the

functions of government need to be

exercised by a particular few for the

benefit of the rest never fails to find,

until the very last, sycophants who ac-

quiesce ; spineless, who fear to con-

tradict it. Through all the ages birth

and fortune have conferred rights

which none but the boldest have dared

dispute. But, when real revolution

finally arrives to upset Divine Right,

we find again that it is not men alone,

but men a}id women, who struggle,

endure, sacrifice and die that the

cause of liberty may triumph. And
no just cause has ever yet failed to

owe as much to the women as to the

men who dared espouse it. We need

not concern ourselves with the old

world to find examples. It was so in

the Revolutionary war; it was so

when the wilderness had to be con-

(|uered; it was so in the Civil war;
it is so now. Non-combatants?
Never in history. Non-aggressors,

maybe, but non-defenders seldom.

The blatant young man who asserts

that only those who can fii^lit should

Z'otc should inquire into his family

history and be particularly careful

that he was not kicking in his cradle

while his mother or grandmother, in

some log cabin or frail tent, did not

save his scalp from redskins, loading

and firing the tlint-lock or rifle side by

side with- the men. If the feminine

mind fails to see any particular exem-
plification of independence or glory

in merely shooting down fellow crea-

tures upon orders of whose wisdom
the soldier is allowed to know noth-

ing, it is rather to her credit. She
would inquire first of all, why? And
if a war appeared of imperialistic in-

ception, she would not countenance it.

If of true patriotism, history is full

of her sublime answers. As for the

courage to stand suffering,

—

that has

always been conceded to be her su-

preme point of superiority. Few men
can hope to equal the fortitude of even

the most ordinary woman.
These things being undeniable, it

would be discouraging if there were a

clear division on the question under

discussion along the lines of sex. And

it will be observed that, instead of such

schism, we have again the case of in-

telligence, masculine and feminine,

arrayed against ancient prejudice.

The analogy is perfect, therefore, be-

tween the woman suffrage movement
and all other strivings for human free-

dom. First, the bitter antagonism was

present, similar to that which con-

fronted all revolutionists. It has al-

most entirely disappeared now. The

insult and ridicule have given place to

arguments based, mostly, upon ex-

pediency, certainly none of them upon

entire consistency. In one view of the
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matter, we are assured that women
will obtain the ballot whenever they

really want it; and immediately the

sex is warned that it is unladylike to

exhibit too much anxiety about

it. Then one rises to ask what good it

will do society if the vote is doubled?

The logical answer is that if disfran-

chisement is desirable, it should be

according to some other rule than

mere sex, yet despite mistakes due

to ignorance, there never has been and
never will be a rule by which a safe

governing class is provided. The peo-

ple must govern themselves and the

freer the franchise, the more hopeless

becomes the effort to wield the party

lash over the masses, to manipulate

through bribery, coercion or intimida-

tion.

So far as the moral right of women
to the ballot is concerned, only sheer

impudence and stupidity are left to

deny it and these are scarcely worth
a moment's argument. The thinking

world freely grants the moral right

and there remain but the mild objec-

tions to granting the privilege, spring-

ing from the idea that the demand it-

self is not insistent or general enough,

or that women are represented at the

polls by their proper protectors and do

not really need the ballot. But these

doubts and hesitations must dissolve

in the presence of the test first sug-

gested: Is universal adult suffrage

essentially democratic?

Certainly so. Then it requires no
other defense and must triumph as

pure democracy triumphs, or fail as

republican institutions themselves go
down to defeat.

True Spirit of Law
Slowly, but surely, the Spirit of

Law is making its way to its rightful

place of power, buffeted though it has

been by statutory inconsistencies, con-

flicting interpretations of judges and
assailed on all sides by technical tur-

bulence. The achievements of the

United States Supreme Court have

recently been distinguished by a clear-

ness of vision and fidelity of purpose

that marks a reassuring epoch in

American history. There was the dis-

solution of the Tobacco Trust; the

reaffirmation of the jurisdiction of the

State courts in the Virginia railway

rate case; the Berea College decision

involving another phase of State's

rights. Then came the first opinion

in the 80-cent gas matter in New
York wherein the plea of "confisca-

tory" was quashed and the second de-

cision following, in prompt and right-

eous impatience, the importunate and
unwarranted, not to say insolent, plea

of the floundering gas company, that

the Supreme Court reconsider its own
work and reverse itself in their favor

!

The terse "denied" of the Supreme
Court to that plea to reopen the case

sounded pretty good, not only to the

immediate victims of corporate greed

in that instance, but to the people at

large who felt that each municipality

must look to this as a test of its ability

to get relief, through process of law.

The latest decision, February 1st,

tending to settle the status of corpora-

tions before the courts, is in the suit

of the Continental Wall Paper Com-
pany vs. Lewis Voight & Sons, of Cin-
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ciniiati, which was brou[;ht to enforce

the collection of a debt denied by de-

fendants on the ground that the paper

company is a trust. Defendants also

alleged that they had been forced to

pay 50 per cent more for the goods

purchased from the trust than would
have been necessary had competitive

prices prevailed and that they had
been led into signing certain contracts

with the trust by reason of the threat

that otherwise they could obtain no
paper supply, a contingency which
would have closed up their business.

The Continental Paper Company
very naively, it appears, admitted that

it was a trust but tried to demonstrate

to the Court that such state of being

had nothing whatever to do with their

right to use the legal machinery in

prosecution of their debtors. Possibly

the corporation lawyers concerned in

this case had forgotten the old, almost

obsolete rule that the plaintiff must
himself come into Court with clean

hands; or, remembering it, thought

the obvious absurdity of expecting

each tentacle of an octopus to be

scrubbed would relieve it of that pre-

requisite to the right of invoking the

law in its own behalf. But the Su-
preme Court back-tracked to the old

equitable principle that those engaged
in unlawful acts themselves may not

use the Courts to further their ends.

Justice Harlan, beginning his opin-

ion with the indisputable and undi-:-

puted statement that the Continental

Paper Company is an illegal combina-

tion in violation of the Sherman law

of 1890, threw it out of Court in the

following language

:

"The Continental Wall Paper Com-
pany seeks in legal effect the aid of

the court to enforce a contract for the

sale and purchase of goods which, it

is admitted by the demurrer, was in

fact and was intended by the partic-

to be based upon agreements that were

and are essential parts of an illegal

scheme. We state the matter in this

way because the plaintiff by its demur-

rer admits for the purposes of this

case the truth of all the facts alleged

in the third defense.

"The present suit is not based upon

an implied contract of the defendant

company to pay for goods that it pur-

chased, but in fact is based upon the

agrceinents to which both the plaintiff

and the defendant were parties, pur-

suant' to which the accounts sued on

were made out and which had for their

object, and which it is admitted had

the effect to accomplish, the illegal

ends for which the Continental Wall

Paper Company was organized. If

judgment be given for the plaintiff

the result will be to give the aid of the

court in making effective the illegcl

agreements that constituted the for-

bidden combination.

"We hold that such a judgment can-

not be granted without departing

from the statutory rule, long estab-

lished in the jurisprudence of both this

country and England, that a court will

not lend its aid in any way to enforce

or to realize the fruits of an agree-

ment which appears to be tainted with

illegality, although the result of apply-

ing that rule may sometimes be to

shield a defendant who has got some-

thing for which, as between man and

man, he ought perhaps to pay, but for

which he is unwilling to pay."

Justice Holmes sided with the Trust,

thereby exposing his ignorance of the

only principle upon which law itself

may remain secure,—that of justice.

His degenerate position that the ille-

gality of the concern suing did not

affect its standing in the eyes of the

very law it violated is most unnatur-

al and depraved. When the Courts

lend themselves to the promotion of

dishonest schemes, the people will rise

and abolish the Courts.

In commending most unqualifiedly

and gratefully the decision of Justice
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Harlan and those who assented to his

decision, the pecuHar slant of mind in

Justice Hohnes Hkewise challenges at-

tention. It is well to remember that

the composition of the Court may
change, until men of his type might
predominate. In such unfortunate

event there would remain to the Su-
preme Court no sanctity whatever.

Both judges and public should realize

that only so long as abstract justice,

which is the spirit of law and the es-

sence of equity, is the ideal will our

institutions be safe.

The Courts and the Oil Com-
panies

Of equal importance is the decision

of the Supreme Court which has lean-

ed to the side of the State of Texas in

its long and finally victorious fight on

the Standard Oil Company, which had
for many years violated the law of the

State through subsidiary corporations,

notably the Waters-Pierce Company.
Shortly ago, both Missouri and Texas
ousted the limbs of the Standard Oil,

prohibiting them from operating in

those commonwealths and imposing
heavy fines. When the Waters-Pierce

Company met condign punishment
from the Lone Star State, it forthwith

flew for succor to the Supreme Court,

pleading that, even if it had been guilty

of misdemeanors it was not amenable

to the State Courts, but a creature of

the Federal law, engaged in interstate

business and under the jurisdiction of

the United States Courts only. This

contention did not hold water, nor yet

oil, for the Justices found that "State

legislatures have the right to deal with

the subject matter and to prohibit un-

lawful combinations to prevent com-

petition and in restraint of trade and

their right to prohibit and punish

THECHfCKEf^BD DEAL

Tlfli
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N. r. BtraU

GUILTY, WHY OF COURSE!
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monopolies is not open to question.

"Having the power to pass laws of

this character, of course, the State

may provide its own method of proce-

dure and determine the methotls and

means by which such laws may be

made effectual.

"We are not prepared to say that

there was a deprivation of due process

of law, because the statute permitted

and the court charged that there

might be a conviction not only for acts

which accomplished the prohibited re-

sult, but also for those which tend or

are reasonably calculated to bring

about the things forbidden."

The Missouri idea of justice has

also been sustained by the highest

Court in the land and as the interpre-

tation of the Constitution is the func-

tion of the Supreme Court the strcn.gth

these decisions give to the theory that

there is inherent in each State the

right to deal with oflfcnding corpora-

tions will make the wav of the trusts

hereafter one beset with difficulties.

That they will find a wav to circum-

vent these for a long time, no one

doubts. It will remain for the future

to devise more perfect measures to

abolish trust abuses, but that these

measures may be tried with the cer-

tainty that corporations must be bound
to respect them, instead of flying to

the Federal Courts as to a rock of

refuge is an encouraging sign. Law-
breaking corporations could ask little

more scope than is afforded them
when State and Federal authorities

hold each other in distrust or disre-

spect ;and harmony between these great

powers is the first essential in what is

to be a Titanic struggle between the

people and the trusts. For the battle

royal has not yet even begun. A few
sporadic skirmishes, these, with the

ramparts of entrenched monopoly yet

to be scaled and taken.

Nullification of Dr. Wiley's

Splendid Work

In siding with the interested manu-

facturers of food products against Dr.

LLirvey W. Wiley, chief of the Bu-

reau of Chemistry, Mr. Roosevelt has

committed another of those blunders

accruing to his record as a man who

assumes to be a specialist on all lines.

It will be remembered that Dr.

Wiley decided, among other pure food

measures, that the use of benzoatc of

soda should be prohibited. In arriv-

ing at this conclusion, he already had

on his side the highest theoretical

knowledge. Not content with this,

however, but with the true devotion

of the indefatigable scientist, he made

most careful physiological experi-

ments, all of which confirmed the opin-

ion that this p'-eservative was an in-

jurious one. Of course, his ruling

produced nothing short of consterna-

tion in the ranks of the canners, ac-

customed as they were to making four

gallons of watery and acidulous cat-

sup grow where but one tomato flour-

ished before and they promptly sought

and as readily obtained the large, re-

ceptive ear of the President who.

touched by their dire predicament, ap-

pointed another chemical board,

known as the Remsen referee, to in-

vestigate the matter. The optcome of

this procedure required no prophet to

predict. The Remsen chemists deter-

mined that the one-tenth of 1 per cent

or such like homeopathic dose of soda

per can would not prove deleterious.

So it would not—to the food itself

—but Dr. Wilev had gone a step fur-

ther. "Who shall decide when doc-

tors disagree?" will be the wail to go

up from the perplexed public, which is

almost obliged to eat somctliinj:: : anc'

likewise must depend for protection

upon honest governmental oversight

of the great food industries.

It will require the recital of but a

few pertinent facts to show that the
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Remsen board may be entirely correct

in one aspect of its opinion, without

altering in the slightest degree the pro-

found regard due the enlightened wis-

dom and sound common sense of the

honorable gentleman and scholar with

whom they seem to differ. The board

apparently rested its case, as many of

out irreparable consequences. But
that is hardly the point about which
Dr. Wiley or the public is concerned.

The entire progress of digestion is

due to the action of the natural, unor-

ganized ferments, or enzymes, se-

creted by the mucous membranes lin-

ing the alimentary canal. While the

THE STEP-DADDY

their legal brethren might have done,

upon a technicality. Of course, ben-

zoate of sodium is not poisonous.

Doubtless an indefinite amount of it

could be swallowed, at one time, with-

saliva itself is normally alkaline, the

contents of the stomach must become

acidified during early digestion, or the

entire function will be disarranged.

Therefore, the introduction, with the
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food itself, of a chemical and plivsio-

loeical antapfonist to livdrochloric

acid, such as anv member of the alka-

line pfronp, is radically wronc^ in prin-

ciple and most assuredly harmful. In-

asmuch as most persons in this aire

must liye to a larc:e extent upon artifi-

cially preseryed meats, yecrctables and

fruit, the continued daily use of even

small quantities of benzoate of sodium

\vill produce more or less dyspepsia,

with its attendnnt train of ills, weak-

enings not only the physical but the ac-

tual moral stamina. The source of

bodily heat and energy, of the imme-
diately available sort, lies in the as-

similation of the fats and sugars.

When this is hindered, there follows

the inevitable craving for something

to take its place. Thus a lack of prop-

er nourishment, either because of in-

sufficient or indigestible food, leads to

the excessive use of stimulants. Tea,

coffee, such vicious beverages as Coca-

cola, alcohol in its many forms, tobac-

co, and even the dangerous drugs like

cocaine and morphine are consumed
to give the strength and energy which

ought to coniG from wholesome ali-

ments alone

Dr. Wiley's work has been a steady

recognition of the relation of health

to efficiency and morality and the at-

tempt to discredit him as an idle doc-

trinaire brands his critics either gross-

ly ignorant, or as callous to the public

welfare.

There is no need to "doctor" canned
goods in order to insure their keeping,

if the vegetables and fruits are well

selected and carefully preserved by the

time honored, but less financially

profitable, methods of good house-

wives. Cooking and sealing will suf-

fice for good material. The rest should

go to the garbage heap in the first in-

stance. In lending himself to the spe-

cious pleas of the manufacturers, Mr
Roosevelt has done incalculable injury

to that very Pure Food Law of wiiich,

in his recent annual message, he pro-

fessed to be so proud.

The Monetary Commission
The last annotmcement from the

U. S. Monetary Commission is that,

while that distinguished body will not

do anything radical during the pres-

ent .session of Congress, it will still

brood over the financial affairs of the

nation with motherly solicitude. Our
citizens will feel no little relief in the

assurance that the Commission will

not become over-strenuous just now.
As a hardy people, accustomed to ex-

acting a great deal of all men and par-

ticularly those in public life, there is

still a point at which the most tireless

patriots must break down and Ameri-
can generosity would exceedingly de-

plore it if the Commission heeded not

its hope that the distinguished bodv
relax a little after the terrific strain it

has been under for so many months.

They could not, at this critical stage,

and they would not. give over the

work altogether. That would bring

chaos and despair to a multitude who
repose the most childlike faith in them.

But they must, for the sake of their

families and their fellow-citizens, loos-

en the tension, go at a slower gait.

While the average man loafed through

the summer, lightly tilling the soil,

sporting with a hod of brick, merrily

saluting the anvil with a 200-pound

hammer, playfully balancing a set of

double-entry, or similar amusements,

these patriots were tracking the cur-

rency question all over Europe—pur-

suing it to the very summit of the

snow-clad Alps, delving for it in the

Catacombs of Rome, laboriously up-

turning the stones of Venice, that no

financial system escape scrutiny. Yea.

verily, they sought along the castled

Rhine, the blue Danube and in the

pure depth of romantic Lake Lucerne.

And not without reward. For they

can discourse familiarly on the mark,

the florin, the kopek, the rouble, the

French centime, the London tip and
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the Latin Quarter. Zealous though
they were, it was not possible to get

to Scotland or Canada, and these must
yet be examined. Next summer, while

the rest of the selfish world reposes,

they will fare forth again upon the

Herculean task.

"When will they get through with

this and make some definite report?"

sneers the grudging, dissatisfied, un-

grateful carp. Little he knows of the

endless chain that the search for wis-

dom means. To visit England but

makes it the more necessary to pay a

call upon Scotland, Ireland, India,

Australia and South Africa; South
Africa suggests Teddy Roosevelt, and

a trip up the Kongo; that, in turn,

means Egypt and the exploration of

the ruins of Thebes—who knows what
banking systems they might have had

in those days, and shall not our Com-
mission tell us all ? After Egypt, what
more desirable than a journey to

Thibet, China, Japan? It will take

years, of course, but the waiting will

profit us in the end. Meantime, air-

ships are being perfected which will

facilitate the investigation. Before it

is concluded, the difficulties of inter-

spatial navigation will be swept away
and the Commission can tour Mars,

loiter on Saturn and dally with Venus.

"Bah! they'll die of old age—or the

people will forget there is such a Com-

mission long before anything like that

happens
!"

Precisely. The very thing the Ad-
ministration foresaw when it created

the Commission. That's what it's for.

"Render to Caesar"

Elihu Root has given throughout his

career many evidences of coldness, cal-

culation and a certain dangerous bias

toward finding for his clients legally

right ways for compassing morally

wrong ends, none of which qualitiel,

while exceedingly useful to him and
others at times, are in themselves ad-

mirable, that all he does is subjected to

a rather fearsome scrutiny. It is grate-

ful to record, however, that whatever

he has done in the past or may do in

future to bring upon him adverse

criticism, his denial of Russia's de-

mand for the extradition of Christian

Rudowitz must remain to his credit.

The case of Rudowitz was fully de-

scribed in the February Jeffersonian,

his fate, at that time, hanging in the

balance. He has been declared to be

a political offender, not a common
criminal, and the kindred case of Jan
Pouren is practically certain to come
to the same happy conclusion. Russia

has received a needed lesson, and Mr.
Root has acquired merit in the eyes of

the world.
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BOOK II

CHAPTER I

Had it not been for the South and the West, the War of 1812

would have carried the frontiers of Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. New
England would, by treaty with Great Britain, have emerged from the

struggle as a separate Confederacy, or would have gone down in the

general overturn. The Great West, from the Mississippi to the Pacific,

would either have reverted to Spain or been seized by the British.

However extravagant this statement may appear, one has but to

weigh the facts of history to be convinced of its truth. General Hull had

invaded Canada, had made a miserable failure, had surrendered his army
and Detroit, and all Michigan had fallen to the enemy. What hindered

the ent-ire Northwest from being won by the P>ritish and Indians? The
Western troops who marched in ragged cotton clothes, over frozen

ground, with bare and bleeding feet to stem the tide of Tecumseh's and

Proctor's conquest by striking the enemy on the River Raisin, at Tippe-

canoe and on the Thames.
What prevented the invading forces of General Ross and Admirals

Cockburn and Cochrane from doing unto Baltimore, New York and
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Philadelphia what they had done to the city of Washington? The
resolution of such heroic souls as John Eager Howard, who in-

spired Maryland to fight, as she did fight when Ross was killed and the

British fleet beaten off.

What prevented the seasoned troops of Pakenham from seizing New
Orleans, severing the West from the Union, and joining hands with the

British of the Northwest? The riflemen of the South who, having first

destroyed Great Britain's Indian allies, beat off her crack regiments at

New Orleans.

Without the support of the Western troops, the victories of Perry

and McDonough on the Lakes would have been barren of results. With-

out the riflemen of the South, Pakenham's veterans would not have en-

countered anywhere in the Union a force able to oppose them. Had
there been no Battle of New Orleans, it is practically certain that the

war would have dragged on, with one American defeat following another,

until the Battle of Waterloo, releasing the British in Europe, would have

enabled Wellington to take chief command in America. Under such a

captain, Great Britain, concentrating her energies for the purpose of sub-

duing the United States, would almost certainly have beaten us into help-

less prostration. Fortunate indeed would we have been had we escaped

with the loss of the Northwest Territory, the Louisiana Purchase, the

Floridas and the Great Lakes.

If the Union at that crisis had depended upon the Federalists who
controlled New England, the conquest of the United States would have

been to the British a military parade. So well known was this spirit of

disaffection, that the Governor General of Canada sent a representative

—

Mr. John Henry—to Boston, to live there, communicate with the natives,

and make reports, just as though Massachusetts were a separate, inde-

pendent State, friendly to Great Britain and hostile to the Government
at Washington.

Rhode Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts defied the President

and Congress, refusing to furnish their quota of troops for the army.

They demanded that a portion of the Federal taxes collected within their

borders be turned over to the State authorities, in order that these

States might provide for their separate defence. New England capitalists

invested but slightly in the United States bonds, offered for the purpose
of securing funds to prosecute the war. These patriots preferred to help

the enemy by putting their money in English bills of credit. New
England farmers and merchants kept the enemy supplied with clothing

and provisions, at a time when the American troops were ill-clad and
half-starved. Finally, the Federalists, in the midst of the war, held the

Hartford Convention, made certain demands of the general government,

and expressed the opinion that it was not only the right of each State to

nullify Acts of Congress, where the States considered such legislation

unconstitutional, but to withdraw from the Union when the central

authority violated the reserved rights of the State.

The intention of these Federalists was to break up the Union, and
form New England into a separate Confederacy, unless their demands
were conceded.

Nothing but the back-down of Mr. Madison and the practical sur-

render of our Government of the principles for which it was fighting.
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kept the Hartford Convention from havinj^ a successor,—another Seces-
sion Convention,—which would have taken the Puritan States out of the

Union.

Quite narrowly, tliorefore, we missed a national hlessinj^ of incal-

culable value. With New England out of the Union, we would
have had no century of spoliation of the agricultural sections in the

interest of Eastern capitalists ; no Civil War, with its crushing legacies

of class-law and une(]ual conditions; no enslavement of uni)rivilegcd mil-

lions of whites, and no sudden injection into the body politic of a horde
of black savages to create, in the i)ublic service, the eternal "Nigger
Question" and to overshadow the social world with the ever-present terror

oi "the Black Peril."***********
In Buell's "Life" of Jackson is found, for the first time, the state-

ment that the victory at New Orleans saved to us the Louisiana Pur-
chase. Buell claims to have had the story from Governor William
Allen himself:

"Near the end of General Jackson's second administratiftn, and
shortly after the admission of Arkansas to the Union, I, being Senator-

elect from Ohio, went to Washington to take the seat on ^larch 4th.

"General Jackson—he always preferred to be called General rather

than Mr. President, and so we always addressed him by his military title

—General Jackson invited me to lunch with him. No sooner were we
seated than he said, 'Mr. Allen, let us take a little drink to the new star

in the flag—Arkansas !' This ceremony being duly observed the General

said, 'Allen, if there had been disaster instead of victory at New Orleans,

there never would have been a State of Arkansas.'

"This, of course, interested me, and I asked, 'Why do you say that.

General ?'

"Then he said, 'If Pakenham had taken New Orleans, the British

would have claimed that the treaty of Ghent, which had been signed

fifteen days before the battle, provided for restoration of all territory,

places, and possessions taken by either nation from the other during the

war, with certain unimportant exceptions?
" 'Yes, of course,' I replied. 'But the minutes of the conference at

Ghent as kept by Mr. Gallatin, represent the British commissioners
as declaring in exact words

:

"We do not admit Bonaparte's construction of the law of nations.

We cannot accept it in relation to any subject-matter before us."
" 'At that moment,' pursued General Jackson, 'none of our com-

missioners knew what the real meaning of these words was. When they

were uttered, the British commissioners knew that Pakenham's expedi-

tion had been decided on. Our commissioners did not know it. Now,
since I have been Chief Magistrate T have learned from dijilomatic

sources of the most unquestionable authority that the British ministry

did not intend the treaty of Ghent to apply to the Louisiana Purchase
at all. The wdiole corporation of them from 1803 to 1815—Pitt, the

Duke of Portland. Greenville. Perceval, Lord Liverpool and Castlereagh

—denied the legal right of Napoleon to sell Louisiana to us, and they

held, therefore, that we had no right to that territory. So you see. .Mien,

that the words of Mr. Goulburn on behalf of the British commissioners,
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which I have quoted to you from Albert Gallatin's minutes of the con-

ference, had a far deeper significance than our commissioners could pene-

trate. These words were meant to lay the foundation for a claim on the

Louisiana Purchase entirely external to the provisions of the treaty of

Ghent. And in that way the British government was signing a treaty

with one hand while with the other behind its back it is despatching

Pakenham's army to seize the fairest of our possessions.

" 'You can also see, my dear William,' said the old General,

waxing warm (having once or twice more during the luncheon toasted

the new star), 'you can also see what an awful mess such a situation

would have been if the British programme had been carried out in full.

But Providence willed it otherwise. All the tangled web that the cun-

ning of English diplomats could weave around our unsuspecting co»-'.:-

missioners at Ghent was torn to pieces and soaked with British blood in

half an hour at New Orleans by the never missing rifles of my Tennessee

and Kentucky pioneers. And that ended it. British diplomacy could do

wonders, but it couldn't provide against such a contingency as that. The
British commissioners could throw sand in the eyes of ours at Ghent, but

they couldn't help the cold lead that my riflemen sprinkled in the faces of

their soldiers at New Orleans. Now, Allen, you have the whole story.

Now you know why Arkansas was saved at New Orleans. Let's take

another little one.'
"

Between the War of 1812 and the first Seminole War, there remained

for Jackson some months of rest and recuperation at his home, the

Hermitage. To the successful management of this estate, Aunt Rachel

contributed in a way that reminds one of the ancient Germanic system

in which the husband was the warrior, while the wife was the mistress

of household and farm. So thriftily did Mrs. Jackson conduct business

affairs at the Hermitage, and so keen was the General in money matters

that he soon became the richest man in Tennessee. Like Washington, he

was patriotic to the core, and to him, as to Washington, business was
business.

During the Revolutionary War, as is well known. Washington
served without pay. That was patriotism. But he wrote to his overseer

at Mt. Vernon, ordering him to refuse continental paper and demand coin,

for wheat and tobacco. That was business.

Now, Andrew Jackson was intensely patriotic. Also, human. He
held on to his commission as Major General in the regular army, for

several reasons. One was that he dearly loved power and distinction:

another was that he dearly loved to hear himself called "General" ; an-

other was that he was fondlv attached to the salary and the perquisites.

In all of this there was no lack of exalted patriotism, but, at the same

time, there was lots of human nature.

The salary itself was quite a boon in that era of sparcity of readv

cash ; and, then, again, the beauty of it was, it was so regular. Floods

did not wash it away, and droughts did not wither it up.

But if the salary was good, what shall we say of the perquisites?

Mere words but feebly essay to give you a comprehension of the luxury

of these perquisites.

Remember that General Jackson was living on his plantation, lodging

in his own house, eating at his own table, burning his own wood to warm
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the domestic hearth, and being served by his own slaves. Notwithstand-

ing this, the Government was made to pay him his customary perquisites,

just as though he were living in some city, in a hired house, where he

was charged for fuel, for servants, and for corn and fodder for his

horses. Thus in 1820, while Jackson was at home, attending to his farm

and planning for the Presidency, we find him charging the Government

four hundred dollars for the rent of his own house, tivo hundred and forty

dollars for the hire of his own slaves, four hundred and thirty-tivo dol-

lars for the food and clothing of these slaves, one thousand and ninety-

ei^ht dollars for extra rations, and six hundred and seventy-tzvo dollars

for the corn and fodder and hay that his negroes fed to his horses ! Here
was a total of nearly three thousand dollars which the hero of New
Orleans pocketed, in one year of peace, upon the supposition that he was
paying out those various sums for maintenance and support.

How blind is partisan passion ! Henry Clay and John C. Calhoun

strove mightily against the grim soldier of Tennessee, hurling at him
many a Jovian thunderbolt. These rolled over his head harmlessly.

Had Jackson's enemies examined his accounts at the war office, and
proclaimed in the House and in the Senate the cold facts of record,

Jackson's popularity might have been mortally wounded.

Think how the items of that account would have struck the average

voter! What? Charge the Government $400 for the rent of his own
house? and $224 for the oak and hickory wood cut on his own farm?

and $672 for the hire, food and clothing of his own slaves? and $672
for feeding his own forage to his own horses? and $1,098 for extra

rations? We think that a frost would have bitten the Jacksonian popu-

larity had these facts been well handled.

What was the cause of the first Seminole war? It is the same old

story. The Indian had no rights that a white man felt bound to respect.

The Puritan, the Quaker, the Cavalier—differ as they might in other

things, they were practically the same when dealing with Poor Lo. Wil-

liam Penn looks the ideal of benevolence in that historic and familiar

picture where he is represented as a just man made perfect—giving the

entranced red man a red bead for a hundred acres of red land. Or, per-

haps, it was a red blanket for a thousand acres of land. At any rate, the

benevolent Penn, after finishing the friendly smoke with the hypnotized

sachems, and securing the grant of as much land as one man could walk

around in one day, was so favored of Providence as to find a man

—

Quaker, of course—who managed to walk around one hundred and fifty

miles of Indian land in one day. As to Puritan and Cavalier, it is difficult

to say which was the more unscrupulously atrocious in exterminating

the natives who had fed Jamestown and Plymouth through their "starv-

ing times" and warmed them into the strength which was the doom of

the Indian.

In the West and in the South, the methods adopted by the whites

for getting land from the red men were identical. Crafty Christians

would bribe or debauch a few Indians to sign away millions of acres

which belonged in common to the whole tribe; and then, when the

tribe refused to leave the land, the rifle was the writ of ejectment.
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One illustration of the manner in which William Henry Harrison

operated has been given; but, as thoroughly characteristic ot "the white

man's way," we cite his dealing with the Sac and Foxes.

In lSU4, Black Hawk, chief of these tribes, sent four of his men to

St. Louis to treat with General Harrison for the liberation of an Indian

who had killed a white man. These four envoys of Black Hawk were

kept in St. Louis, were plied with whiskey, day after day, and were per-

suaded to sign a treaty in which they ceded to the United States fifty-four

million acres of the finest land in ttie world. The consideration was the

liberation of the Indian prisoner and the annual payment to the tribes of

$1,000. After the four drunken envoys had "touched the pen" and the

treaty was duly signed, the prisoner was released. As he was running

away, the whites sliot hiui dead!

rhis infamous transaction caused the Sacs and Foxes to side with

the British in the War of 1812, and also led to the "Black Hawk War"
in which Abraham Lincoln took part.

It is an awful thing to remember that the popularity which carried

Gen. Harrison into the Presidency of the United States had its founda-

tion in crimes like this. But in the South the record is no less black,

no less reeking of wrong and wantonly-shed human blood.

The first Seminole war grew out of the fact that the Indians pre-

ferred to fight rather than surrender their fruitful farms.

The Jblorida Indians never did nvuiiber more than five or six

thousand souls. Therefore they could not, at the height of their power,

bring a thousand warriors together into the field.

Rev. Jedediah Morse, U. S. Commissioner, reported (1820) that

"Before the wars of 1812 and since, these Indians with their negro

slaves lived in comfort, and many of them were wealthy in cattle and

horses. But these wars have broken them up, destroyed great numbers

of their warriors and chiefs ; also their villages and cattle, and thrown

them into a state most distressing and pitiable."

Capt. John R. Bell, in a report to the Secretary of War, said of the

Seminoles, "They are honest, speak the truth, and are attached to the

British and Americans."

In 1812, a band of white marauders from Georgia, commanded by

Colonel Newnan, invaded the Seminole territory, attacked the town of

King Payne (situated in what is now Alachua county, Florida,) and had

a pitched battle with the Indians. The whites were victorious and
among the killed, of the red men, was King Payne.

The half-breed chief. General William Mcintosh, of Georgia, led

forays into Florida at about the same time, burning and destroying

and plundering, and carrying off negroes.

J, A. Peniere, the first U. S. Commisisoner to the Florida Indians,

stated in an official report (1821) "that seven years before some self-

styled 'patriots' committed great ravages among the Europeans and

friendly Indians. Almost all the houses were burnt, the domestic animals

killed, and the slaves carried off."

Note that last statement, for it is the keynote to the explanation

of the wherefore of the marauding expeditions. Many negroes had
joined the Seminoles, some of them being refugees from the Bahamas
and the West Indian Islands, and some of them being runaway slaves
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from Soutli Carolina, Georgia and Alabama. The Seminoles made use
of these fugitives, treating a few as allies, but making slaves of the
greater number of them. Indian masters were so nuich more lenient than
were the whiles, that the negroes were but too glad to remain with the
Seminoles. To border rutfians what a temptation were these negroes

!

To gather up a lawless band of whites on the Chattahoochee, or the St.

Alary 's, and make a dash upon the unsuspecting Indians, the object being
to capture negroes !—how alluring the prospect of rich booty ! It was so
much easier to capture the Elorida negroes than to cross the ocean and
seek slaves on the West Coast of Africa ! It requires no great amount of

sagacity to get at the secret of these border troubles, and to discover that

the Seminole war furnished one more illustration of the truth of Kit

Carson's statement,

—

"All Indian zvars have had their origin in bad zvhite

men."

In the latter part of the year 1814, the British erected a fort on the

left bank of the Apalachicola River, about twenty-five miles from its bay.

This fort, with its very valuable contents,—cannon, small arms and am-
munition in large quantities—was tu.ned over to the negroes and Semi-
noles by Col. Nichols, of the British service. In some way, the negroes
ousted the Seminoles, and the fortress soon took the dreaded and hated
name of "The Negro Eort". In Parton's "Eife" of Jackson, the facts

concerning the negroes who held possession of this place arc slurred over

i:\ the most slovenly manner. Parton says it is "alleged" that the
negroes had committed depredations, not only upon the Americans
and Spaniards, but upon the Seminoles; and that, for this reason,

Spaniards and Seminoles, as well as Americans, were nursing wrath
against the detestable fort and the banditti who manned it.

Had Parton taken the trouble to investigate for himself, he would
have learned that Gen. E. P. Gaines, in an official report to the War
Department, (May 14, 1815,) expressly states that "while the occupants"

(of the fort) "were charged ivith no crimes, he would keep a zvatch on
their movements."

Even while laying plans to destroy the fortification, the whites did

not accuse the negroes of having used it for any criminal purpose. On
May 16th, 1816, we find General Andrew Jackson writing to General

Gaines, as follows:

"/ have little doubt of the fact that this fort has been established

by some villains for the purpose of rapine and plunder."

Not that the negroes had wronged the Americans by holding the

fort, but because Jackson had a suspicion that rapine and plunder were

intended, it must be destroyed

!

It is the same Jackson as he who had denounced the Eafitte snuig-

glers as "a hellish banditti", and who was, a few days later, glad to

accept the heroic and unselfish aid of this hellish banditti in defending

New Orleans.

The Negro Fort was on Spanish territory, sixty miles from the

Georgia line,—what right did the American have to attack it?

Most of those who held the fort were of the free-negro class, called

Maroons. They were industrious farmers and cultivated land along
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the banks of the Apalachicola for fifty miles. Many of them were

wealthy, in a small way, and their prosperity was a temptation to lawless

white borderers. In view of the fact that raids were being made into

Florida by the Creeks, under General William IMcIntosh, and by the

Georgians, under such marauders as Colonel Newnan, it was natural that

the negroes should prize such a "house of refuge" as the fort on Pros-

pect Bluff.

But the planters of the lower South detested the Negro Fort, for

the reason that it offered such convenient shelter for runaway slaves.

Here, then, we have the true motives which led the Americans to

invade Florida and blow up the fortress.

In July, 1817, General Gaines sent a detachment of one hundred

and sixteen men from Fort Scott down the Apalachicola, to co-operate

with a convoy that was on its way to Fort Scott from New Orleans.

It is reasonable to suppose that the negroes had scouts or sentinels on

the watch out, and that the approach of these enemies was known at the

Fort. As at Fowltown, Gaines so managed the affair as to force his

victims to the conclusion that a fight was inevitable. The whites after-

wards said that the negroes fired first, but, as at Fowltown, it is imma-

terial who fired first.

The demonstration made against the Negro Fort, like that made
against Fowltown, was a declaration and an act of war. Therefore, the

whites were the aggressors.

A hot shot from one of the vessels of the convoy dropped into the

powder magazine of the fort, and there was a terrific explosion which de-

molished the fortress and killed, instantly, two hundred and seventy-five

of its occupants. Of the other sixty-four inmates, many died from injuries,

and only three escaped unhurt. Two of these, the negro chief and a

Choctaw chief, were tortured to death to avenge a white prisoner, taken

during the campaign against the fort, who had been tarred and burnt

alive.

(To be Continued.)



The Halls of Immature Bliss

Being the Story of a First Party

By STUART B. S TONE

F course, you remember
your first party. You can't

have forgotten that any
more than the svvimmin'

liole, the first wonderful

(lay in school, or the mem-
orable times when pater-

familias led you out into

the culinary department
and, with a little peach-tree limb, per-

suaded his erring boy that honesty

is the best policy, and the good live

forever. And if all of these have

passed from vour ken. then must T put

you down with the unregenerate mat-

ter-of-facts, and may the Fates have

mercy on your soul.

I have reference to a partv—not a

blase musicale. nor a decollete recen-

tion nor vet a gilded, sensuous At

Home—but the old-time, gen-u-ine

Party, with its troons of dressf^d-tip

lads and lasses and the peal of heart-

felt laughter ringing through the

halls.

You went to vour Verv First Partv

at the immature age of four. Your
parents escorted you. and you were

rigircd out in Fauntlerov splendor

—

curls, you know, and a big. red bow
—but one hardly remembers the finer

details of costume. Tt is imagination,

rather than memory, that conjures up
this earliest scene from the Dream
Days, anyhow ; and. really, it was at

ten that you branched out into the

sure enough social whirl and. in the

glad panoply of Simday clothes, at-

tended your First Real Party,

When you received the little, pink,

deckel-edge summons, you gave vent

to a terrific whoop of joy. There

would be games and sweet, crumbly,

colored things to eat, so that the pros-

pect undoulDtedly justified that yelp

of glee—the very red blood in your

veins compelled it. Tt was only when
Reddy Phelps demanded. "What girl

you goin' to take. Billy?" that the

girl proposition obtruded.

You had never companied with the

tamer sex on occasion of state
;
you

were yet unscathed, heart-whole, sex-

less. So you hesitated, for surely

this was an awesome step. You be-

lieved vou knew whom vou would

take, should you make the plunge.

There was a maid, who sat diagonallv

across the aisle from you at school. She

was a Dresden China thing, with nat-

ural brown curls, eyes of the same
hue and a roguish smile that never

failed when you looked up from sit.

sat. sat and the chief port of Brazil for

the blessed boon of himian sympathy.

Oh ves. if vou took anyone, it would

be Bessie INfay—but there were worlds

of time.

.At this time, you had no knowledge

of two great truths, which obtruded

in after years—the parable of He who
Hesitates and the other of the Faint

Heart and the Lady. But. as you dal-

lied Skinny announced an engagement

with the fair Mistress Anna and Toad-

frog proclaimed a treaty with Pinkie

of the chestnut tresses, and lifting up

your eyes, afar oflf you espied Angus-
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tus Trent. Augustus wore glasses,

made 100 in deportment and was held

up by his mother and the Presbyterian

minister as a coming man. Your per-

sonal appraisement of Augustus was
a notch or two below that of the au-

gust judges quoted, and you had on
more than one occasion informed him
that you could lick the stuffing out

of him. Augustus had displayed a
very annoying partiality for Bessie

May's society; and Bessie May, being

only nine and extremely human, had
really appeared to appreciate the over-

tures of such a nice boy and had never
refused the big. red apples that he
proffered. So that now, though, for

the life of you, you could not see what
she saw in him, you straightway made
up your mind.

Your mother and your sister Fan
helped you compose the billet, and
your sister soon had you red and flus-

tered with her gibes. She was taking
a long-delayed revenge, one pent up
and nursed through the years you had
baited her beaux and played the small

boy terrible. But your mother be-

friended you then as ever, and when
the sting became too keen she com-
manded "Peace be Still." That moth-
er was an apple of gold in a picture

of silver and in time you came to

know it.

When the note, in its dreadful pomp
of the third person, was pronounced
quite ready, it was despatched by the
hand of Yaller, banana-tinted, ever
smiling village pariah and parasite.

Then you sat in the corner, under the
big framed masonic emblem and your
heart thumped against your ribs, rival-

ling the eight-day clock on the mantel
in appalling regularity. After a bit,

with your nerves stretched taut with
the suspense of the thing, you stole

out of the house and waited.

She accepted you in a formality so
cold and stately you knew, as she

knew, that in Vanity Fair the grown-

ups do the writing, whoever does the

rest. And your first thought was that

you had certainly taken a fall out of

that paragon of an Augustus, and
your second was that fellows must
have something to say when alone

with a girl, but you'd be dogged if

you knew what it was.

The next day you saw Bessie ISIay

tripping along in front of the Bee Hive

Store and you made a stealthv, flank-

ing movement to get across the street.

You simply couldn't face those brown
eyes with the new knowledge shin-

ing therefrom. And at school you pre-

tended not to see her, and she adopted

the same tactics ; but every now and
then 3'our sidelong, covert glance en-

countered hers, and there were blush-

ing, sharp ricochet of eyes and a sub-

tle telepathy right amid the chalk dust

and slate patter and flying wads of

paper.

Then at recess some unfeeling imp
bawled out, "Billv's stuck on Bessie

May," and, like Peter, you denied

your deitv, cried, "No, I'm not," and
almost died with the hot shame of it

all.

When the night of exquisite dread

arrived and the corps of female rela-

tives had dressed and perfumed you
into a state of not-to-be-touched per-

fection, your father offered to accom-
panv you to Bessie's house, with the

family lantern as a kindly beacon of

safetv and guidance. But you spurn-

ed the offer, though the nieht was a

black night, teeming with awful shapes,

and you shrank in secret horror from
its perils. Your father insisted, saying.

"I know the kid's afraid." but your
pride was that of the red man. when
the slow flame creeps up the rigid

stake, and you put from you the

kindly aid, until father snuffed the

lantern in a state of half-pique and
left you to the dubious mercies of

the night. He was a good fellow

—

father was—and gave you nickels ga-
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lore, sparing; the hickory limb where

oft it should have fallen, but he lacked

the mother's tact, beinp: human, not

semi-divine.

The thinq- had to be done, however,

and the rhomboid of Hj^ht from the

wide-fluncf front door o^ave you a false

couraq-e. which endured until you

reached the front Cf^te and passed out

into a srloom of lurkine. creeping'

devils. Then a too-vivid imaj^ination

called up the hair-raisins: moments of

your past—that nip^ht when you
squealed aloud at the opera house
over the dread transformation scene

of Tekvl and Hvde—the school mas-
ter's Friday afternoon version of Tcha-

bod Crane and his Headless Hessian

—and. worst of all, the pet horrors of

your own brain coniured from the

corners and closets of your bed-room
after lights were out and before sleep

had come. You mieht have surren-

dered to the .Gfoblin peril and sfone

back for father's companv. had you
not spied the friendlv cflimmer of

^^ose Hopkins' lantern headed vour
wav. Mose lived within a block of

T?essie Mav and vou kept in the lee of

his kindly light until he turned in.

Then vou ran for it; and a thousand

demons pattered after, a thousand

snecters leered and clutched, until

throufyh gate-nosts of dead men and
up a long walk flanked bv tree-phan-

toms and bush-monsters, vou bounded
on the front porch and gave the bell

tho twi«;t of awful, crving emergencv.

The door swunfT wide and a giant,

•ihinv-browed .\fric conducted you to

the parlor, where he left vou to medi-

tate unon the bisnue Cupid, the chill,

hor«;e-hair furni'^hmrs and the em-
broidered text "Christ Has Risen."

until your ladv of the brownish locks

condescended to come down.

You waited, gazing into the glow-

ing coals until you had forgotten vour

surrotmdings and this new-found

world of stiflf, formal parlors and col-

lars, in the grotesque shapes you saw
in the fire, and then the door opened

and a brave little figure walked prim-

ly in. She might have stepped from

a magazine cover, or even a life-insur-

ance calendar. You didn't know then

what she wore any more than T do

now—a vard of tinsel or cloth-of-g-old,

with a dash of red here and a dash

of green there, and a hat right out of

the Thousand and One Nights. Your
eyes grew big with the .glory of Your
Ladv.

She advanced, gave vou a limp hand
and murmured unintellig-ible greeting.

You echoed her words in response.

Then the two of you sat there and
racked your brains for fit phrase and
sentence. And all the while Bessie

l\Tav sat prim and trim in an uncom-
fortable, carved-wood chair, and vou

snuirmed about and changed position.

You were both wonderfully relieved

when her mother entered, and under

her diplomatic guidance, vou both

warmed un to the work in hand and

talked recklesslv of work and play, of

wind and weather, so that, when the

time came to go. vou could actuallv

look your lady in the eye and talk with

some sense.

When vou had come to the place of

lig-hts and mirth, thev took vour prin-

cess from you—ushered her into a

mvsterious chamber of combs and

Florida water and .girlish clothes

—

and conducted you up a broad stair-

way, into a g-reat. .g-ay room, where

there were a dozen boon fellows and

much horse plav and "kidding."

"Look at Billy!" the .gang san.cf

out, when vou entered: and Jimmv
Lvne pulled vour red neck-tie out of

g^ear. while Cricket and Fatty smote

you with awful vigor. But you had

your nerve back now. and vou rum-

nled Flipper's neatlv-combed. russet

locks and had a scuffling match with

Toug-h and Brownie, after which it

was time to proceed downstairs in a

bunch. There you found a ring of
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flounce and furbelow around the big

parlor, and the hum and ripple of

maidenly chat and glee made a goodly

sound. The gang hesitated on the

threshold.

"You go in first, Billy," said Flip-

per; and vou responded, "Naw, you

go in." Then some freshie gave you

a terrific shove from behind and you

made cannon-ball entry into the

room, over the dainty feet of an

eighth-grade belle, headlong into the

carved-wood supports of the center-

table. The girls who were not too

shocked tittered at your discomfiture,

and the bunch at the door clapped

hands and pranced about in boisterous

merriment.

Bessie May was in a corner rattling

oflf two hundred and eighty words a

minute of school-room prattle to a

companion-at-books and she had no

eyes for you. So vou shoved hands

in pockets and shuffled over to another

nook where Carrie Lee held court.

Carrie Lee was two years vour senior

and a bit of a tom-boy. She was the

friend of all mankind, playing no fa-

vorites and, as her satellite, you were

soon at ease.

Presently some one proposed

"Scat !"
; and vou suggested "Boys go

out first." The little lords of boydom
hurried out to cluster around the big

wood-burner in the hall, where you
took up the ancient album to peer at

the frizzled, faded ante-bellum dames

and their stern, grav beaux, while vou

waited for the call of the admirable

Bessie May.

My son ! My son ! How vour

heart sank—how vour cup grew bitter

as first one draft of boys went in,

then another and another, and vou

sat yet by the stove with the huddled,

miserable uncalled. For the first time,

you felt the iron of Lovely Woman's
caprice, gone the wrong way.

In the fourth draft, lo! your name
led all the rest and you bounded intQ

the room flushed with the pride of the

call. But when you confidently sat

down in the chair immediately in front

of Bessie May, that most uncertain

maid clapped her hands with abomin-

able vigor and cried out, "Scat !" Oh,

the shameless baggage ! How the gang

mocked and scoffed and gave you the

laugh of derision. You crept sheep-

ishly out, back to the left-overs, back

to the remnants guardinsf the stove,

and a little demon within you kept

saying: "All right with you. Miss

Bessie ! All right with you, Missy
!"

It was passing cruel.

Then the girls trooped out into the

great hallway and the boys chose.

And did vou call out Mistress Bessie

May? Did you honor the minx who
had made the rabble jeer at you? No.

not vou. Oh, no! You knew when
you had been snubbed, you hoped, and

once was enough. So you designated

easv-mannered Carrie and she came
right to 3'-ou, and you chatted and hob-

nobbed most famously. If Bessie May
could stand this sort of thing, you
certainly could.

Then there was an interval of

"Plate" and "Blindfold." In

"Plate" vou spun a piece of base china

on the floor, bawled out a number, and
the one so designated must seize the

plate before it ceased spinning or na/
a forfeit. You remember yet how
Reddy rammed Prim Miss Dawson in

his mad plunge for the plate, and how
Andrew and Edna, whose mutual at-

tachment was proverbial, called each

the other out until the merry company
forcibly interfered.

"Blindfold" was a game for ath-

letes ; and if you didn't pulverize the

big, open-mouthed porcelain fish on

the mantel, ymi were luckier than I

when I was a boy in Arcady.

While there were no games in prog-

ress, you whistled through your fin-

gers or juggled a cane and gave your

entire noisy vaudeville bill, until some
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good uame in the corner shook her
head at you, bringing you down ever

so many notches. But you weren't

crushed for long and presently were
propounding your newest conundrums
and teasing a small boy or two. There
were Red's llaming tresses and the

spectacled Augustus and the loves of

Andrew and lidna. Oh, you were a

merry dog then as now! But all the

while a still, small voice was pleading
for Bessie Alay, and your white-hot

anger was coohng into sympathy for

her whom you ignored.

Finally the word went forth to find

your partner and get in line for sup-
per. Vou found Bessie May in the

nail, and the half-forgiveness, half-re-

sentment in your own face was re-

flected in hers; so you marched out,

under myriad tints of curled crepe
paper, to a great, long board, a truly

testal board, with a profusion of the

caterer's best in more tints than the

crinkly paper of crepe. There were
striped brick cream and lady fingers

crumbling at the touch, fruits for a

Neapolitan, the nuts, of strange, hot

lands ; and the best thing, perhaps,

was the cake—the big, black fruit

cake, laden with a hundred rich in-

gredients and a thousand fervid

dreams. My, how you did eat!

After supper, there was a brief

space in which eyery one sat around
and talked. It was best so, for now
the gastric juices were in play. And

in this warming hour you unbended
and the Royal One unbended, and
there was talk of school and play and
fancies—the things you liked and the
things her heart desired. So that,

when the call for cloaks and furs came
and you mumbled out the formal state-

ment of the great time you had ex-
perienced, the thing had got at the
very cockles and strmgs of your heurt,

and democratic boydom and petite

royalty were on extremely satisfactory

footing.

Then there was the walk homeward

;

and your own mad scamper back to

the house of your fathers, for it was
the blackness of Egypt in plague time
and no welcome lantern to stave off

the freaky denizens of the night, riot-

ing and unrestrained.

And now there was but bed and
sleep—a cuddle in the soft, fat feather

bed beside the sleeping innocent. Bob,

and a tired ' ^ad on pillow downier

than the one you had at Atlantic City

last summer. Your brain was alert,

your fancy yet roamed in the sensuous,

glittering halls of Vanity Fair, and

you lay a long time awake ; but in the

end you surrendered and dozed—then

slept—then dreamed of a hall of a

thousand blazing lights, with mirrors

and knights and music, and courtly

ladies robed in the splendor of the

gods. And the fairest of these was

Bessie May.
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NATIONAL BANKS, ONCE MORE.

Pembroke, Ga.

Being very ignorant ot national af-

fairs, at a glance tlie relations ol: Na-
tional banKs to both tbe government and
individuals, until .ne wnoie trutn came
home to me in the followiwng instance:

1 was elected cashier ol our local national

banK, and was directed to buy a small

batch of two per cent United States

bonds, for which we paid a slight pre-

mium. The amount of these bonds (lace

value) was issued in currency as a cir-

culating medium, leaving the net invest-

ment on the part of the bank represented

by premium paid on bonds. On this lit-

tle investment a dividend of several hun-

dred per cent was paid annually in the

shape of interest on these oonds. As
the bank is a private corporation, I could

see where individuals can make millions

of dollars incorporating national banks.

Kindly answer us through some issue

of yom- magazine as to about what per-

centage or how many dollars goes di-

rectly from the treasury into the pockets

of stockholders in national banks through

this channel. What amount of interest

does Uncle Sam pay to New York banks

in this way?
Yours truly,

M. E. C.

(Answ/er.)

Inasmuch as our great and good Gov-

ernment hands out to the National banker

a dollar in paper money lor every dollar

invested in the bond, it should be ap-

parent to everyone that whatever advan-

tage there is in owning the bond is

a governmental bonus.

For example: Smith and Jones and

Brown and Tompkins agree to join hands

and purses, and start up a National bank.

We will say that they capitalize the bank
at $50,000. We will suppose that they put

all of this in bonds. Having been duly

organized into a National bank, these

patriots present their bonds to Uncle

Sam, and he issues to them a dollar in

money for every dollar represented in the

bonds. If bonds to the amount of $50,000

are presented, the patriots get $50,000

in notes which the law says are to cir-

culate as money.
The patriots then lend out this $50,000

to the patrons of the bank, compound-
ing the interest from time to time, after

the comfortable custom of banks.

Now don't you see that by incorporat-

ing themselves as a National bank these

four patriots HAVE DOUBLED THEIR
CAPITAL?
They don't lose either the principal,

or the interest, of the $50,000 invested

in the bonds, and they get the $50,000

in money practically free of cost.

Therefore, the first favor which the law

grants to the National banker is that of

doubling his capital.

The law does not do that for you,

does it? Y'ou would not vote for such

a law, would you?

But you vote for the two old parties

which heartily support that law; conse-

quently you are to blame for the law.

You can readily understand that the

$50,000 in money, given to the National

bank by the Government, earns at least

12 per cent. The legal rate of interest

is not so much as that, but you must

remember that banks discount notes,

compound interest, charge exchange rates

and have various little "tricks of trade,"

all of which make for the good of the

banker.

Now. let us turn to that other field in
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whith the same $50,000 is at work, under
a different name. Let us consider tho
bonds. UiKle 6ani stores theso away as
security for that $50,000 of money wliich
be has loaned to the bank, practically

witiiout interest. At the same time that
the banker is drawing Interest from tho
borrowers who apply to him for a part
of that 1^50.000 of money, he is also
drawing interest from the same borrow-
ers, represented by their government, on
the bonds.

The borrowers pay interest directly to

the bank on the borrowed money, and
the Government takes from these same
borrowers the taxes which meet the in-

terest on the bonds.

What makes the bonds good? The
credit of the Government. And who
supports the credit of the Governmeni?
The tax-payers. So, you see, the bor-

rowers furnish the security upon which
the National banking system is based,
AND THEY NOT ONLY ALLOW THE
BANKERS TO DOUBLE THEIR CAPI-
TAL, BUT THEY PAY INTEREST ON
THE SAME MONEY TWICE.

Ino wonder that one of these bankers
can put twelve million dollars in pictures
and then pay ten million dollars for a
palace to use as a store-room for his

treasures of art.

The $50,000, working in the bond field,

while the same fund is at work in the
loan field, earns interest payable in gold
only, and this interest is almost always
paid in advance. Besides, the $50,000,

in the bond field, escapes taxation. Even
the town council cannot tax it. This
seems incredible I know, but it is a glad-

dening fact,—not only gladdening to the
banker, but to others who can't help
rejoicing that there is something that a
town council can't tax.

Not only does the $50,000 in bonds
draw interest and escape taxation, but
it Is insured against all risks. IT IS A
MORTGAGE UPON THE NATION. Bur-
glars can't reach it; fire and flood and
pestilence do it no harm; the army and
the navy are its guarantors; the laws and
the courts are its firm defenders; the

Government Itself must perish before th?
fortune invested in the bonds Is jeopar-
dized.

What is that insurance worth to the
capitalist? It costs him nothing and it

is of inestimable value to him. There
are so many rich rascals who would like
to put their money where it will be
eternally safe, that I have long been at
the opinion that the United Slates could
Iloat long term, non-interest bearing
bonds at par.

The protection to the capital, and the
exemption from taxation, wuuld caus!?i
such victorious marauders as Mor-
gan and HarriuKin and Rockefeller to
leap at the chance to put their spoil
beyond the reach of confiscation.
But there is still anuth.-r advantage

which accrues to Smith and his asso-
ciated patriots when they organize them-
selves into a National bank.
They get the money of the borrowers,

free of interest, and lend it to the bor-
rowers at usury. This, also, seems in-
credible, but it is so. The borrowing
class pay most of the Federal taxes;
the National bankers pay practically
none of it; and the Government h'ands
over many millions of its money to the
bankers who, in turn, lend it to the men
who paid the taxes.

In other words, a considerable portion
of the capital loaned by the National
banks is first taxed out of the men who
borrow it from the bankers.
Fine system, isn't it? The volume of

National bank notes now outstanding is
nearly seven hundred million dollars.
That enormous sum is practically a

free gift that you, through the two old
parties, have made to the money-sharks.
You give it to them, virtually for noth-

ing, and then you mortgage your prop-
erty, your liberty, and the future of your-
self and family, for the precious privi-
lege of borrowing a part of what you
gave to the bankers.
And yet you marvel at breadlines, hard

tim^^s. and wide-spread misery.

A CORRECTION.

We are in receipt of the following let-

ter from one of our subscribers:
I see in the magazine for February,

page 130, the following question and an-
swer: "3. The date the e.\ceptlon
clause was put on the greenbacks." "An-
swer: (3) March 18, 1869."

I see in "Laws Relating to Ixjans. Cur-
rency, Etc., 1886," page 136, that the
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greenback bill was approved February

25, 1862.

Now, did they wait till March 18, 1869,

to finish the job by tacking on the "Ex-

ception Clause," as given in your an-

swer? I hardly think that the "Money
Sharks" would have waited that long be-

fore commencing to plunder the people.

Almost every move of the "money

thieves" was to pile up the public debt

mountain high. So it would take gen-

erations to pay the debt, but the debt

will never be paid if the money thieves

of the world can prevent it, for it just

goes on and on and on, till Gabriel's

trump will sound the death knell of

time. If our financial laws are "honest

and just" to all classes of the people,

then I don't know what is "honest and

just."

(Answer.)

The mutilation of the greenback was
accomplished in 1862. Thaddeus Stev-

ens, who led the fight against the bank-

ers of Boston, New York and Philadel-

phia, declared on his death-bed that it

was a question of surrendering to the

bankers or of blocking the wheels of

government.
The act of 1869 was the so-called

"Credit-strengthening Act," which chang-

ed the contract and made the bonds pay-

able "in gold or its equivalent" instead

of lawful money.

Two Souls

By MARY CHAPIN SMITH

Tv^^o mortals lived upon the earth;

Their bodies dwelt within one house,

Their souls were far apart; faults

little worth
The heeding, and ever, from Love's

birth,

Dull, stammering speech, thoughts

held in thrall

Of long accustomed silence, built a

wall

High as the heavens between.

Two souls met in the upper air

And stood transparent ; to their gaze

Each to the other then laid bare

All feelings oft concealed; thoughts

flashed swift rays

Like lines of fire at set of sun.

Said one:

"Thou art that soul for whom thoscj

days

On earth I long did seek and wait

With yearnings lone, unutterable; nv

chosen mate
Decreed from time's beginning; now*

though late.

My heart has found its bliss."

The other answered. "Down below

Through all the saddened years,

So full of hopes and fears and tears*

Under the rooftree of one house

We two have dwelt together, nor did

know
That joy stood unrevealed between,

Waiting to grant the bliss

Which our lone sundered hearts did



The Vital Spark

By BERTA HAR'l^ NANCE

•'For

sake ?"

'"Yes, if I g^ave

break his heart."

"You a scientist,'

man. "You have

CAN not marry. I must
devote my life to science."

Fern clasped her hands,

absurdly small hands,

-ipon her knee, and stared

into the soft, caressing

dark.

your father's

it up, it would

mused the young
ability, I do not

doubt, but will science bring the most

happiness? You are like a fern,

slender, graceful, cheerful, but a

house plant, out of its element. Tt

can grow, but not like the ferns of the

cool, deeo woods. Can you come to

the woods with me'"
Fern sighed. The warm scented

wind was shakin<T her curls, nnd she

jrave them a hi sty touch. Then she

ghnced un at the great shadowy bulk
of the house before them, where one
lifrh*- fleamed.

"Whv do von tempt me? Yoti know
that T cannot."

"P.pcau<;e T love you."

"Then let us t^lk no more of love."

she declared. "T think that T love

von. but T can see you go on. Look,

the experiment is over. Soon we will

know the result for Avhich we have
waited all these wearv months."

She rose to her feet, swavino" airilv

with excitement. Stanlev sat still, but

his eyes followed the light with tense

interest.

"If he should have failed—,"

breathed Fern.

Her father appeared in the open

I

doorway, holding the light above his

head. It trickled mcagerly over his

squat figure and bulging head. They
rushed to meet him.

"I have succeeded," he announced,

in even tones. "I have discovered the

vital spark." They gazed at him
with breathless interest.

"Come out, and tell us about it," ex-

claimed the young man. Masters

drew back from the perfect night.

"No, come in out of the draught,

out of the dew," he muttered. Re-
luctantly they obeyed, entering a

small room, with a very high ceiling.

Masters seated himself and began to

explain. His voice, strangely musi-

cal and almost gentle, was a striking

contrast to the beetle-browed, stern-

jawed face, across one side of which
ran a scar that gave it, even to Fern,

an almost sinister appearnce. Soon

she could see that his mind was in

his laboratory, and the words flowed

on as though uttered by another.

Stanley's attention, in spite of himself,

wandered, for the explanation was

full of terms he did not understand.

"So." he concluded. "I discovered

the principle of the vital spark. With

this delicate instrument, I believe I

can also generate it."

Fern heard Stanley gasp.

"Do you mean to say," he stam-

mered, "that you can raise the dead ?"

"T firmly believe that fcan revivify

an inanimate body."

Stanlev scarcely seemed to hear

him. His big blue eyes were dark

with excitement.

"To raise the dead," he muttered.

"To raise the dead."

"When will you make your first ex-
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periment?" asked Fern, eagerly. Mas-
ters shook his head.

"I cannot tell. It will be very dififi-

cult, for I cannot use animals. The
vital spark in man is different from
any other. No, I must try to arrange
with the hospital

—

"

"Why should you revivify a pau-
per?" broke in Stanley. "Why call

back an unfortunate, who never un-
derstood life, to more unhappiness?
It is unworthy of science. No, Jet a

man who has made a success of life,

who enjoys it to the last drop, voyage
forth into the unknown and ret'j.rn

triumphant. Take me."
Fern felt suddenly strangely chill.

Stanley's dark head was thrown back,

his mouth firmly set. She recalled

that it had been said of him as a child

that he did not know the meaning of
fear. Her father's face was aglow as

he surveyed the fine figure.

"You have all the spirit of your il-

lustrious namesake," he replied, in

strangely quiet tones. "Physically,

you would be a glorious subject for

such an experiment. But I could not

permit it."

"Would you stake your own life

upon it?"

"Certainly, but
—

"

"Then allow me to stake mine."

Fern sprang to her feet. "You
must not dream of it," she choked,

catching up the light. "Let us make
an end of this. I think we are all

half mad tonight. Tomorrow we will

be wiser."

But on the morrow, and on the suc-

ceeding morrows, Stanley's resolution

remained unchanged. Masters work-
ed with his instrument, rendering it

more and more nearly perfect, and the

possibility of failure less and less. But
Fern went about with a sad face.

By Stanley's request, the experi-

ment was to be in the sunlit garden.

"Under the wide and starry sky," he

quoted. Fern stopped him with a cry,

"Not that poem."

"But I am to die," he replied. "To
die and be recalled to life, an experi-

ence no one has had for over nineteen

hundred years. I shall journey into

the undiscovered country. Who
knows what I may have to tell when
I return?"

"I wish it were over," she shudder-

ed. The last preparation had been

made. Beneath an immense tree a

table had been prepared for Stanley to

lie upon, and near it stood two smaller

ones, holding the vivifier, with its long

tubes, and the many things Masters
might possibly need. In the air was
a hint of the wine of coming autumn.
Stanley surveyed the sky thoughtfully.

"It never looked more beautiful,"

he declared, as he placed himself upon
the table. "And now I am ready."

]\Iasters, with a hand that did not

falter, opened the chloroform.

"One thing more," added Stanley,

"whatever happens, I want you to re-

member that I alone am responsible

for this.* 'Glad did I live and gladly

die,' you know. I shall have done
something for science, something for

the world's progress, and, if it fails,

there's no one to miss me. I can drop

out easier than any man I know."

"Oh, don't say that !" protested

Fern.

"I only say it in case anything hap-

pens, you understand. Now I shall

begin my journey, but I will be back

soon, too soon, perhaps. Sing. Fern.

Sing the 'Blue Bells of Scotland.' I

want your voice to be the last thing I

hear."

He closed his eyes, and Masters ad

ministered the drug. Fern began, in,

a voice that shook terribly

—

"Oh, where, and oh, where, is m
highland laddie gone?"

Little by little, however, she caughi

the spirit of the voyager, and the an-

swer rang out firmly

—

"He's gone to fight the foe, where

noble deeds are done."

!
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\\'hat a victory he was .q'oing to

win! How proud she would be of
this man, the man she loved. Love
had begun to take new meaninj^'- in

those last days. She sann^ exultant-
ly, almost joyously.

Her father lifted his hand for her
to cease. "He cannot hear you." The
words brought back the old fear.
Was he really beyond her call?

"Oh, bring- him back!" she entreat-
ed. But Masters was waiting for the
last spark of life to vanish. Fern fled
down a rose-scented alley. It was
intolerable, this waiting. What if he
never returned? How could she bear
that:* \Miy had she let him risk his
life? She was speeding back at the
thought that she might be of use.

"Surely you have waited long
enough." Masters, his finger on the
nstrument that recorded the departure
)f the spark, nodded. She assisted
lim in fitting to Stanley's chest the
•ubbcr tubes of the vivifier. The
vorst was surely past, she thought.
Masters turned on the current and

hey waited. Stanley did not stir,

^ern pinned her eyes to Stanley's face,

ie must return. How terrible was
his waiting. But surely he would
ome soon.

He did not come. There was noth-
ng to be done but wait. She could
tand still no longer, in that nerve-
acking suspense. She flitted about
lie garden, but was never far away,
nd her eyes could hardly be said to

?ave Stanley. Masters never left

is instrument. A butterfly, like a
ellow leaf of coming autumn, flut-

ired about the table for an instant
nd then disappeared among the
ranches.

Suddenly, with a strange cry, Mas-
:rs dashed the vivifier to the ground.
: fell with a delicate crash, more ter-

ble to Fern than a thunder clap. He
beginning to apply ordinary

medi( such as a physician would

use in such a case, and in his eyes she
saw fear, unchained and leaping.

Neither spoke. There was work
for Fern now, and in work she found
a little relief. Artificial respiration,
the galvanic battery, neither gave anv
result. If life yet lurked in any nook
of the lithe young body, it had' been
too insulted to respond. Yet still they
worked, working against hope. At
last Masters turned away, a mere
man in the presence of death.

"I have killed him." he muttered.
"I have killed him." Fern followed
him fiercely.

"What are you going to do?" she
demanded. "Why don't you do
something?" But he slunk away,
stunned. Fern went back to the man
on the table.

"Stanley," .she called aloud. "Come
back. I want you. I can't live with-
out you. Do you hear?" But he did
not stir. The sun shone on. Some-
where a bird chirped. Fern sank
upon the grass. He was dead. But
she must do something. To think
was to go mad. Going to the table,

she took Stanley's hands in hers, and
began slowly and steadily the move-
ments of artificial respiration. Her
trembling muscles wished to hurry
nervously, but she forced them to her
bidding.

"I will think of nothing but this."

she told herself. "Forward and back,
r shall do this, till I fall here. For-
ward and back." Yet her glance fell

upon the delicate instnmient that had
recorded the departure of the spark,
and she shuddered. Oh, that his life

might give the lie to it. as his death

had to the vivifier. Forward and
back, forward and back. She saw her
father creep into the house and return,

a pistol gleaming in his hand.
"He has a pistol," she thought, and

thought no farther. Forward and
back. The shadows crept, longer and
longer. Forward and back. She
stared at Stanley's face, white against
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the dark covering of the table. It was Perhaps she had heard one, and that

not really a handsome one, his mouth had set her thinking. Forward and

was too large and his forehead too back. How many hours had she been

high. The charm of Stanley was him- there? She feh cold, so cold. But

self, the Stanley who had gone into a this thing she must do. Forward and

far country. Forward and back. back.
.

, u
She looked across the garden, where Her father appeared at her side, the

the moon was beginning to shine, pistol in his hand, his face, white un-

What was she doing here? Had she der the moon, a livid question. Stan-

not read somewhere, of a man chain- ley's hands dropped from her clasp,

ed to a pillar, who continually bowed. She could hold them no long;er. He

forward and back. Had she been lis- stirred, or seemed to stir. Bending

tening for a pistol shot? What was over him, she heard, as in a dream^

there about a pistol, or a pistol shot? his soft breathing.

Today
By ANNE McQUEEN

Man oped the portals of Today, and stood

Upon its threshold. To his soul he said:

"Lo, I have emptied from my pilgrim's scrip

The dust and ashes gathered yesterday 1

Before me lies Today, it is mine own

To spend, to hoard, to barter, if I will.

From joyous morning unto peaceful night

I have the Hours to be my servitors

;

I'll send them to the storehouse of Today

To gather pearls of thought, and golden deeds.

And jeweled words, to flash their light abroad

With diamond radiance to the hearts of men.

Lilies of friendship grow along my path,

Roses of love bend, wine-sweet, to my lips,

For me tc pluck, to keep or cast aside

Even as I will—they are my own Today

!

I care not for Tomorrow, yet unborn,

I grieve not for a buried Yesterday;

Today belongs to me, and I, a king.

Will spend its revenues right royally
!"

Lo, even as he loitered by the way,

Planning achievements, as a silent ghost

Today departed, and he stood alone

Before Tomorrow's door ; within his scrip

Naught from the treasury of Today he bore.

The lilies all had withered by the path.

The roses drooped unplucked—nothing had he

But dust and ashes gathered yesterday

!

NOTE-Th"; above poem was published in the February Jeffersonian, but. through inadvertence.i

name of the author was omitted
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WHO PAYS INTEREST?

By M. M. Pease.

There was in your January Magazine
an article from Walter Eden that is

worthy of a great deal of endorsing, and
[ want to give it my public approval,

—

not as to details, but as to its funda-
mental principles.

With a banking system on the order
;:hat he describes, and a governmental
ssue of two billion of ful] legal tender
saper dollars, to be paid out in building
;ood roads on all mail routes, the way
ivouid be opened up for the masses to

;et out of debt, and every dollar that
vent into circulation through that chau-
lel would represent labor porformed for

lociety instead of merely representing
lebt as most of our bond issues do.

I am always talking about the money
luestion,—I talk It at home, I talk it

m the street corner, I lalk it from the
ostrum, and one night at the saw mill

ifter supper, sitting out on a pile of

umber, I was trying to explain how it is

har every dollar that comes into circu-

ation does so through some one bor-

owing it, and that labor pays every dol-

ar of the interest.

In the crowd around me there was a
Lepublican who was working for me, and
e said that he did not pay a cent of
iterest on any money. "Now, my young
riend." said I, "I believe I can prove to
on that you do pay interest on every
ollar you use." He said he would like
i have me do so. "Well," I said, "you
re working for me, and I pay you a
!W dollars now and then, and I am bor-
)wing the money from the West Plains
ank to do business with, and if I did
3t have to pay interest on it, I could
ay you better wages, therefore, the low

price of your wages pays the interest
on the money. That is, I do nut pay
the interest myself, but collect it out of
you men who work for mc. If I did
not manage so as to make the business
pay the interest, I could not do busi-
ness,—so you see that I am not really
paying the interest, but the men that are
working for me are paying every dollar
of it."

He could see the point, and got mad
and quit,—went off the next morning
without saying a word to me. As he
was leaving he met another hand who
was coming in, and he told this man
that he had quit. "What is the mat-
ter?" said the other man. He said, "I am
going to stop paying Pease's interest." I

had a good laugh over that, and felt that
I had convinced one man, at least.

There was another man there who had
come for a load of lumber, and hearing
the discussion he said. "Well, I am not
working for you, so how do I pay In-

terest?" "You are raising wheat," said

I, "and you take it to West Plains to

sell, and it is purchased by a man who
is borrowing money from the West
Plains Bank to do business with, and
the low price he pays you for the wheat
enables him to pay the Interest on the
money." He could see the point, too.

A stranger to me—a tramp for all

thai I know—turned to me and said, "I

am not working for you, and I do not
raise any wheat to sell, how do I pay In-

terest?" "You buy coffee at the store,

do you not?" "No." said ho. "Well, you
buy shoes and pants occasionally, and,
nine times out of ten. you buy them of

a merchant who Is borrowing money
to do business with, and a little extra
profit on the goods pays the interest on
the money."
As all money has no other way to get

in circulation than through some ono
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borrowing it, and the industrious pay all

the interest, it is no wonder that the

masses are so in debt, and so slow get-

ting out. Without a change in the finan-

cial system of our country, they can

never get out, but will always be slaves

to the money-lenders. It seems to me
that tne laboring people ought to begin

to see that there must be a change.

The issue of two billion dollars iu pa-

per money, put in circulation through the

building of good roads, would save the

people at seven per cent interest, in

round numbers, two hundred and

eighty million dollars a year, to say

nothing of what a great benefit the good

roads would be in themselves.

Anything which would be so beneficial

to the masses should be put into prac-

tice. If not, why not?

Eichville, Mo., Jan. 13th, 1909.

FOREIGN iVIISSIONS.

3883 Washington Ave., St. Louis. Mo.,

January 10, 1909.

Hon. Thos. E. Watson, Thomson, Ga.

Dear Sir: I want to say that I am
very much pleased with your editorial

on Foreign Missions in your January

Jeffersonian, which I have just received,

as it voices sentiments which I have

entertained for a long while. For a

long time T have realized that one of

the greatest evils in this country was the

lack of employment for those who would

work, but who find it not. Wliat could

be more pathetic than the spectacle of a

poor unfortunate on the verge of star-

vation because in this free, progressive,

highly civilized country he is denied that

employment which should be to him a

means of subsistence? Are the Araeri

can people really heartless, or is it that

they really do not think, that such spec-

tacles as these are common in a Chris-

tian country? Alas! the majority of

people allow others to do their think-

ing for them. They have been under

the constant tutelage of teachers who

have coached and drilled them in the

belief that they must keep foreign mis-

sions running, together with all other

church causes, or else risk their soul's

salvation, until now I believe it has come

t-o be a matter of pride, more than of

anything else, on the part of the min-

isters, to keep all these collections paid

up in full.

About a year ago, follov.ing the finan-

cial depression in this country, I heard

a minister preach who earnestly urged

his congregation, as a matter of pride

not to fall behind with the conference

collections on account of the business

depression. Not a word of sympathy

for the- unfortunates who were thrown

out of positions on account thereof, nor

of means looking toward their relief-

all these minor things must be lost sight

of as affairs too trivial to even be con-

sidered—everything was swallowed up in

the thought—the conference collections

must not fall behind! The regular,

stereotyped causes must not be side-

tracked for any reason—in fact, the peo-

ple who were thrown out of work were

not even considered—such a little mat-

ter was too insignificant to be men-

tioned.

It seems to be now a matter of pride

to a wealthy person to have his name

chronicled as contributing any cons^id-

erable amount to foreign missions. When
will it become a matter of pride to these

same people to have their names placed

high among those who contribute to the

relief of their own countrymen, and who

pay their employes just and living

wages? When will the latter be con-

sidered the greater honor?

Such conditions as exist in this coun-

try should cause angels to weep, and

should put a stop to sentimental tears

over the heathen, for whose ills we ar(

not responsible. The suffering, worth;

unemployed should be relieved first o:

all, and, as prevention is always superioi^

to
'

cure', the condition of affairs should

be so arranged by those in power tha

work should be within the reach of al

the willing. The people are only wait

ing for a deliverer who will show th'

way. Who will pity them in their su

fering? Who will be the Moses whi

will lead tnem out of Egypt? O ric

man of power, is it nothing to you?

MATTIE V. MITCHELL,
j

p s._i am glad to note that y0|

have had the union label on the magil

zine for some time.

M. V. M.
I
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'A VICTIM OF MILITARY DIS-

CIPLINE."

(Ed. Note: In the January number of

this magazine was published a letter

written by Captain Phil Carroll, of Au-

gu<?ta, Ga.. giving an account of how a

Confederate soldier who had transferred

himself from Savannah, where there

was no fighting, to the Western army,
where he could fight and where he did

fight, was shot as a deserter by his Con-
federate companions-in-arms.

Considering this one of the most bar-

barous deeds ever committed in the

name of military discipline, the incident

was woven into the war-story, "Bethany."'

The publication of Capt. Carroll's let-

ter attracted the attention of Capt. R.

.T. Redding, who wrote to Maj. Cum-
ming about it.

The Major replied, corroborating Capt.

Carroll, and hands us a copy of the let-

ter, which we are glad to publish.)

January 15, 1909.

Hon. Thos. E. "Watson, Thomson, Ga.

My Dear Mr. Watson: At the re-

quest of Capt. R. J. Redding, of GriflSn,

1 send you herewith, for such use, or

no use. as you choose, copy of a letter

which T wrote to him a few days ago.

"Very truly yours,

JOS. B. GUMMING.
January 7th, 1909.

Capt. R. ,T. Redding, Griffin. Ga.

My Dear Sir: I have your letter of

January 6. I have not seen the article

written by Mr. M. P. Carroll to which
you refer. Mr. Carroll, however, proba-

bly refers to the execution at Morton,

Miss., of a deserter, not from the 46th

Georgia Regiment, but from one of the

Georgia Regiments of Wilson's brigade,

either the 25th or the 291h or 30th

Georgia. The facts, as I remember them
very distinctly, were these:

While Walker's Division was in bi-

vouac at "Vernon shortly before the sec-

ond battle of Jackson, a Confederate

Cavalry Regiment came marching by.

Col. Wilson, in command of Wilson's

Brigade, was an onlooker as it passed.

He recognized in the ranks of the Cav-

alry a deserter from his Regiment while

the latter was stationed at Savannah.
He made reclamation for the man on

the Colonel of the Cavalry Regiment,

anl the man was surrendered to hlni.

He was tried by courtmartial for de-

sertion, his desertion having consisted

in his leaving Wilson's Infantry Regi-

ment, then stationed on the coast of

Georgia, and joining a Cavalry Regi-

ment at the front—a "desertion" of a

soldier from inactive service in the rear

to fighting at the front,

Tliere was delay in promulgating the

finding of the courtmartial, produced

by the active operations in the neigh-

borhood of Big Black, and at Jackson

after the fall of "Vicksburg. In the mean-

while the man was kept under guard.

Neither he nor any one else except the

members of the court knew that he had

been condemned to be shot.

The last day of our march from Jack-

son to Morton, there was a terrible rain

and thunder storm, so violent that the

troops, particularly as night came on,

became very much scattered, and under

these circumstances the guard lost their

prisoner. After, however, the troops had
bivouacked for the night in came the

prisoner and surrendered to the Lieut-

enant in command of the guard, re-

marking, "Lieutenant, you thought "you

had lost me." The next day the sen-

tence of the courtmartial was promul-

gated and the order sent down to the

headquarters of AValker's Division for

the execution of the sentence. I was

then Adjutant General of the Division

and under instructions from General

Walker immediately sent a copy of the

order to Col. Wilson, commanding the

Brigade, with instructions to make a de-

tail from Schaaf's battalion for the

execution of the man the next morning.

Col. Wilson was horrified at this de-

noument, and at once got up a peti-

tion signed by himself and the officers

of the man's Regiment addressed to

General Johnston, asking at least com-

mutation of the sentence. This peti-

tion was brought up to General Walker's

headquarters where it hai)pened that

General Johnston was visiting at the

time. I received the petition and hand-

ed it LO Major J. B. Eustis (afterwards

U. S. Senator from Ivouisiana), one of

General Johnston's s'.aff, and askel hiai

to hand it at once to General John-

ston. He said, "I will do so, but there
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is no use; General Johnston will not

change the order." He did hand It to

General Johnston during the visit, but

he refused to consider it, and the peti-

tion was handed back to me. I pre-

vailed upon Major Eustis to offer it again

to General Johnston after he had mount-

ed his horse, and I can see now the

rather impatient way in which General

Johnston waved Major Eustis aside.

The next day the man was shot.

My admiration for General Johnston

•was and remains very great. I never

think of this Incident without great pain

and deep regret as the one shadow on

the picture, which I Image to myself of

that great man.
At the close of the war I was on

General Johnston's staff, and was fully

cognizant of, and participant in, an In-

cident which showed, after all, how in

the midst of great cares he could re-

member a poor private soldier and save

him from the execution, to which he had
been sentenced, but which had become
uncalled for, as the war was manifestly

about to end and the necessity for stern

discipline was over.

Very truly yours,

JOS. B. GUMMING.

THE ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM
LINCOLN AND THE ROMAN

CATHOLIC CHURCH.

We give below some very interesting

paragraphs sent to the Jeffersonian

Magazine by a subscriber living in South

Carolina bearing upon the theory some-

times advanced that the Roman Catholic

Church was implicated In, If not wholly

responsible for, the murder of Abraham
Lincoln.

"Following your article of some months
ago, bearing upon Catholicism, and your

reference in the January number to Mr.

Lincoln, recalls a statement made to me
some time ago by a man whose name I

do not now recall, but he lives at Hous-

ton, the county seat of Halifax county,

Virginia. He is the county surveyor of

said county.

"The statement ran after this manner:
"About the year 1844, a Catholic priest

named Chinnky was sent to Illinois for

the purpose of establishing new Catholic

missions, and re-establishing some that

had been deserted or abandoned. In the

course of events. Father Chinnky be-

came so disgusted at the corruption of

the Church In high places, thp.t he aban-

doned the work, left the Church, and

later published a book setting forth

crime, infamy and corruption found by
him to exist In the Catholic Church. (I

presume a copy of this work might possi-

bly be found.)

"The Church then brought suit against

this priest for heresy, etc., and Mr. Lin-

coln, at that time being a young man and
a lawyer, was employed In the defense

of Father Chinnky, and was successful.

"Chinnky then said to Mr. Lincoln, 'I

can never repay you for your services,

but will try. I also want to place you
on your guard. You are a marked man.
The Catholic Church will sooner or later

avenge their defeat by killing you.'

"It is a matter of history that all the

conspirators In the murder of Mr. Lin-

coln and the attemped assassination of

others on that memorable night were
Catholics,—Booth, Payne. Atzerodt and
Mrs. Surratt. A son of Mrs. Surratt was
associated with this quartette, but es-

caped and five years later was found in

Rome, a member of the guard to the

Pope under the assumed name of Wil-

son."

INTERESTING ADDENDA TO THE
WAR STORY, "BETHANY."

Eureka, Cal., Jan. 4, 1909.

Mr. Thos. E. Watson, Thomson, Ga.

My Dear Sir: Mr. R. A. Miller, an old

friend of mine since the early 70's, and
one of your subscribers to both the

Magazine and the Weekly Jeffersonian.

kindly loaned me your "Bethany," a

beautiful historical story of the South

and her people before the great Civil

War and up to the close of that great

struggle for Southern rights and lost

cause. I can fully appreciate every sen-

tence you utter in the description and de-

fense of those noble people, the noble

women and the bravest of men, whose
lives were sacrificed that the old South
might live as she did In ante-bellum

days—the chivalry of the North sacri-

ficed their lives and property that the

"piggers" nilght be free. Born my-
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self in Maryland, I was only a boy at the

beginning of the war in 1861, and the first

opponuuity 1 had 1 joined the Confed-

erate Stales army and wore the gray
until the close of the war in 1S65. I very
well remember many of the instances

you mention in your book, "Bethany," on
page lio you speak of the Gorsuch family,

who lost some of their slaves and fol-

lowed ix^e negroes into Lancaster county,

•Penn.," where they found the negroes

protected by the whites, who were arm-
ed, as well as tne niggers, where a battle

was fought between this handful of South-

ern men and the niggers and the aboli-

tionists. Mr. Edwin Gorsuch fell fatally

wounded, his son Dickison fell across the

body of his father, but not mortally

wounded. He recovered, but really in

after years the effects of the wound
hastened his death. He married a Miss

Johnson, a cousin of my father's. There
was no Issue from this marriage.

Joshua, a nephew of the elder Gorsuch,

Nathan Nelson, Nicholas Hutchins, cousin

of my fathers, and neighbors of ours, our

lands joined. The Gorsuch family lived

about ten miles from my home, on the

Balto-York turnpike. Edwin Gorsuch had
two sons and two daughters. The eldest,

Mary Salters Gorsuch, married Alex M.
Morrison, whom I knew well. The other

daughter married a minister by the

name of Black, and they moved to Penn-

sylvania and settled at a town by the

name of Christiana, where he preached

for a long time, and near the spot where
her father was murdered by the niggers

and whites of that place. The younger
son never married, that I know of. He
was educated for the ministry, and finish-

ed his education in Germany. And when
he came back from Europe he was a con-

firmed infidel—something I never could

understand. The whole family were very
dear friends of mine.

Mr. Morrison's brother, Rev. George
Morrison, married the daughter of Robert
J. Breckinridge, of Kentucky. When this

tragedy occurred I was quite a young
lad going to school at St. James Acade-
my on my lady's manor In Baltimore
county, Maryland. My family and I

made a visit to my old home in Mary-
land in 1883. On the train going into

Baltimore I met the younger Gorsuch,

the first time 1 had seen him for a good

many years. Wu had a long talk about

old limes, and thai was the last lime 1

ever saw him. You speak on page IV

of "Bethany ' of yt)ur grandfather's li-

brary, and among other works you men-

tion "Georgia Scenes," by Judge Long-

street. 1 have a copy of that old booii

in my bookcase. 1 read it when 1 was a

boy at the old home, on the land that was

deeded from Lord Baltimore to my ances-

try in 1725. My brother owns the land

yet, and is living tnere yet.

1 got acquainted with a great many
men irom Georgia during the war. Among
them was Col. Geo. C. Flourney, who
afterward came to California and practic-

ed law in San Francisco. I always

thought he was the author of "Sut Lov-

ingood ' letters, his daddy acting horse

and getting into a hornets' nest. Bill

Arp letters, I think, were by the same
person. We all read "Bethany," my
wife was delighted with it, as well as

myself.

Hoping these few lines may be of in-

terest to you, 1 have the honor to sub-

scribe myself.

Your obedient servant,

ROBT. W. HUTCHINS.

SOME VALUABLE POINTERS.

Salem, Va., Jan. 1st, 1909.

Editor Jeffersonian:

in your last week's pajer you touched

on the expense of running the United

States Post Office Department. Let me
call your attention to a few items that

have come under my observation. First,

our town has a population of 5,000, and

the postmaster is paid $2,000 per year,

furnished one assistant at $900, and one

clerk at $800. Now this assistant and

clerk can and have run the office, and will

gladly take the job to do so at $1,000

each, thus saving the department $1,70U

per year. Again, why should the R. Route

agents report all stamp sales and cancel-

lation to the post oflSces from which they

start, and allow postmasters of said office

report same to Department and get credit

for same, when the route agent who did

the work gets a stated salary for his work
Including sale and cancellation of stamps?
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Why should the Department pay $360 per

year rent for a building you or I can get

the use of for $240 per year? By the bye,

why don't the Government own its buua-

ings when the rents amount to $100 or

more per year? Is it true that a firm in

Chicago have offered to haul the mails for

one-half now paid the railroads? Why
should senators, etc., be exempt from
postage? They are paid for their serv-

ices, and should pay their expenses like

other good citizens. I hope to live to see

the view you advocate incorporated in

our laws. Yours for success,

W. H. TINSI.EY.

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION FROM A
N. J. JEFFERSONIAN.

Bayonne, N. J., Jan. 1st, 1909.

Hon. T. E. Watson, Thomson, Ga.

Dear Sir and Friend: Resolved, that I

will send T. E. Watson one dollar ($1.00)

to help to defray his expenses in the last

campaign. And though it is only the

widow's mite, yet I feel it not only a
duty, but a pleasure, to send even that.

I can assure you that is only a very small

part of my sympathy in the cause, and
wish I only had the means of sending
more. I have been touched somewhat,
and led to thinking, as I read the letters

from the different correspondents in the

Weekly Jeffersonian, in expressing their

sorrow and regret to our friend Watson,
not only of his defeat, but the expense of

having to pay the money out of his own
pocket.

It reminded me of an incident that took
place a very few years ago while a mem-
ber in the Sunday school. In the church
a large chandelier had fallen, in hanging
from the ceiling, during the week, ond
on the following Sunday the matter was
referred to in our Bible class. Finally,

one member of the class said he was sor-

ry that it happened, then another,

and another, etc., until several joined in

the song. Lastly the teacher changed the

key of the chorus by saying, "How much
are you soriy? I am sorry a dollar."

There was a pause for a moment, as

though we did not understand the scale,

when quickly we all joined in the tune.

And as I have read the letters before men-
tioned, and saw the genuine sorrow of

some in contributing something towards

aUaying the burden of our gallant leader,

while others of us have been pausing, I

was impressed with the thought whether
or not we did love the cause, and our

leader, and if there was a real sympa-

thetic feeling down in our hearts and
pockets. To those that felt the needs of

reform and victory so dear to their

hearts, and did not make the sacrifice to

face the storm to get to the polls and
enter the fight with others that have not

given, I would suggest if we only con-

tribute twenty-five cents each, we could

lighten the burden of the cause very
much, as well as greatly encourage our
leader, though it would not repay him for

his valuable time and services.

Lastly, to those that would have voted

the People's Party ticket, if they were,

sure it would have won, I would say that

I have always contended that it was far

better to vote for something that you
wanted and not get it, than to vote for

something you didn't want and get it.

A man never throws his vote away
when he votes guided by his conscience

or conscientiously and according to his

principles.

As for me, I would rather be in the mi-

nority and be right, than in the majority
and be wrong. Believe me, I am with
you heart and soul in the work. Wishing
you a happy New Year and a very suc-

cessful and prosperous one, yours very
truly, W. J. ROWE.



The Dangers of Introspective Love

A Vaudeville Skit In One Act

By DOM MARQUIS

Characters

—

Miss Jones, just out of boarding

school, and much given to self-analy-

sis, introspection, and Mrs. Wharton's
novels.

Mr. Brown, a fat man. In love

with Miss Jones, who scorns him on

account of his adipose tissue.

(Enter, Miss Jones, left upper en-

trance. She is very pensive. Lays

down on table, center, one of Mrs.

Edith Wharton's novels, and begins

to look at herself through a micro-

scope.)

Miss Jones—This fatal habit of in-

trospection ! Some days I am per-

fectly sure that I am in love. Other

days I am perfectly sure that I am
7tot in love. On the days that I am
sure that I am not in love, I realize

that if I tvere in love, Mr. Brown
would be the man I would be in love

with. That is, if he were only pale

and romantic, and not so fat as he is.

But on the days when I am quite cer-

tain that I am in love, for the life of

me, I can't remember who the man is

!

(Reed instruments strike up wail-

ing melody.) Miss Jones (singing) :

This fatal habit of self-dissection.

It keeps me always in dejection,

And that is the thing that worries mc

!

Yes, Goodness-Godness-Agnes-Me,
That is the thing that worries me.

(Enter Chorus on last line)—

I*\ill Chorus

—

This awful habit of introspection

Will surely ruin her complexion.

And Goodness-Godness-Agncs-We,
That is the thing that worries she

!

]\Iiss Jones (singing)—
Just consider the complication

Of this distressing situation,

Goodness-Godness-Agnes-Me
That is the thing that worries me

!

Chorus

—

This frightful practice of looking at

The thing she thinks in under her hat,

Goodness-Godness-Agnes-We,
That is the thing that worries she

!

(Miss Jones does stage walk to

left center, and continues to make
scientific examination of her state of

mind, pulling out pieces of her

thoughts and subjecting them to close

scrutiny under the micro.scope, then

hastily comparing them with passages

from Mrs. Wharton's novel. Enter

Mr. Brown, left upper entrance. He
has attempted to disguise himself as

a slim man, and is complacently re-

garding himself ; so complacently that

he walKs across to right center with-

out noticing Miss Jones.)

Brown—I have lost five pounds in

six weeks. 'Tis the melancholy that

does it! If I were not in love, I would

not be melancholy. If I were not

melancholy, I would not lose flesh.

But the satisfaction I feel in getting

thin has a tendency to destroy the
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melancholy which makes me thin

!

Therefore, I cannot be happy unless I

am sorrowful ; but when a man is so

happy over being sorrowful that the

thought of his happiness makes him
sad again, why what the deuce is the

use of being melancholy anyhow?

Mr. Brown (singing)—
Now if sadness and madness and glad-

ness are one.

And sorrow and joy are the same,

TIow can you be sure that the feelings

you feel

Are possible feelings to name?

If the things that you think that you

think are not thoughts

What are you to think of this game ?

Chorus

—

O the deuce

!

What's the use

Of trying to be jolly?

Let's feel bad

!

Let's be sad

!

Nice and melancholy

!

I am never so sad as I am on the days

When Fm feeling distressingly

jolly;

Fm never so glad as I am at the times

When Fm groaning with sheer mel-

ancholy,

And since this is the case, why, Fll

leave it to you

Whether sadness is wisdom or folly.

Chorus

—

O the deuce

!

What's the use

Of being melancholy?

Cheer up

!

Beer up

!

And let us all be jolly

!

(Mr. Brown catches sight of Miss

Jones. Approaches her with a con-

ceited manner, and says very proud-

ly-)

Air. Brown—Please notice

!

Miss Jones—Notice what?
B—The flesh I've lost

!

Miss J—But how can I notice it, if

you've lost it ?

B. (after a pause, disappointed)—
But why don't you ask me hoiv I lost

it?

Miss J—It doesn't interest me.

B. (after another pause)—I lost it

through being melancholy.

(Another pause, during which AIi>s

J. attempts to look into B.'s state of

mind with microscope, hastily turning

over pages of Airs. Wharton's book
from time to time.)

Aliss Jones (suddenly)

—

WIp', he

hasn't any

!

Brown (melodramatically, still

thinking of the flesh he has lost)

—

Why don't you ask me how I lost it?

Aliss J.—It doesn't interest me.

How could it interest me when it isn't

there ?

B. (stupidly)—When «;/wasn't?
Miss J. (patiently)—You don't

mean when zvhat isn't, do you. Air.

Brown ? Don't vou mean when it isn't

P) (trying to understand)—Yes, I

know, but when what isn't what?

When what isn't what, wdiat is what?

Aliss J. (aside, compassionately")—
Poor fellow

!

B. (aside, with pity)—Poor girl!

(Another pause, during which they,

regard each other with mutual pity.

B. breaks out in the manner of a stage,

tenor—

)

B.—Never mind, dear, we love each

other even if we are crazy

!

B.( after a pause, during which A lis?!

J. makes no motion of assent, B
speaking thoughtfully)—Do you sup-

pose, Aliss Jones, that we are craz)

because we love each other, or that wo

love each other because we are crazy:

Aliss J. (vehemently)—But it isn"';

so!
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B. (accusingly)—But you led me
to believe that it was so

!

Miss J.—That zchich was?
B.—That which was what?
Miss J-—So! What you mean is

that I led you to believe that wc were
in love with each other, hut what I

mean is

—

B.—Stop! You have mistaken my
meaning-. Madam! What I meant was
not that you wanted to encourage mc
in the belief that we loved each other,

I only meant that you meant to en-

courage me in the idea that I was
crazy.

Miss J. (disappointed)—Then
you're not in love with me?

B.—If I am crazy, how do I know
whether I am or not?

Miss J.—But I'm not in love with

YOU, anyhow

!

B.—If you are crazy, how do you
know whether you are or not?

(They come down front together

and sing)—
Although the theme of every dream
That poets sing about, is love

—

Although the world had never whirled

Had it brooded not above,

—

Yet the sages of all ages

Writing out their scornful pages

Swear 'tis naught but vanity

;

They agreed with you and me,
Love is just insanity

!

Chorus :

What is love but vanity?

\''anity ! Vanity

!

\Vhat is love but craziness,

Craziness and vanity?

All agree with you and me,

Love is just insanity

!

Dumb hearts that woke, l)eat quick,

and spoke
Their love, grown dumb again, are

hid

Amid the glooms of carven tombs.

Where Cheops built his pyramid

;

The same refrain of that old strain

Wherein earth's joy is wed to pain

—

The song that stirred earth's earliest

May-
Still fills the flutes, still thrills the lutes

Hiat pipe and pulse today.

Chorus :

And yet it's only vanity.

Vanity I Vanity

!

Love is only foolishness.

Foolishness and vanity !

They all agree with you and me,

Love is just insanity

!

{Curtain.)



Clippings from Exchanges
We Send Missionaries to China.

(Written for Jefferson's Birthday, by Wm.
Everett Hicks.)

Our steeples throw shadows o'er dungeon
and cell

—

And we send missionaries to China;

And the clank of the chain drowns the

soft Easter bell

—

And we send missionaries to China;

We hear the dull fall of the tramps' mill-

ion feet,

At midnight we find in the great city's

street

Lost souls to whom even Hell would seem
sweet

—

And we send missionaries to China.

Thousands of dollars each year we sub-

scribe

Just to send missionaries to China;

That the pagan religion's pure stream

may imbibe

—

So we send missionaries to China;

But beggars ask alms at the millionaire's

door,

And our Dives can't shut out the cry of

the poor

—

The low cry that some day will rise to a

roar

—

And we send missionaries to China.

Women do work that by men should be

done

—

And we send missionaries to China;

And babes often die ere their life has be-

gun—
And we send missionaries to China;

Motherhood once was to women a crown,

But now civilization on that puts its

frown,

Till toil is our sweethearts' best path to

renown

—

And we send missionaries to China.

Dear little children are working each

day

—

And we send missionaries to China;

From cradle to grave knowing nothing of

play—
And we send missionaries to China;

Though back in the past the Savior once

said
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That of such shall the Kingdom of Heav-

en be made,
The dark curse of toil falls on each curly

head

—

And we send missionaries to China.

Each day some suicide goes to his death

—

And we send missionaries to China;

And a smile of content gilds his last gush

of breath

—

And we send missionaries to China;

For our life is too hard for the soul that

beats high,

And the cage breaks the wings that need

liberty's sky

—

And for one who dares laugh are a mill-

ion who sigh

—

And we send missionaries to China.

There's a satisfied few who like things as

they are

—

And they send missionaries to China;

But we know that their prayers do not

mount very far,

Though they send missionaries to

China;

For they always proclaim that divine is

the plan

That will give them a chance to grab all

that they can,

And that poverty's really of value to

man

—

And they send missionaries to China.

The great sage who sleeps 'neath Vir-

ginia's sod

Did not send missionaries to China;

He knew we ourselves were too far off

from God
Thus to send missionaries to China;

And when to the crest of his faith we
shall climb

And know men are equal, O doctrine sub-

lime!

Ah I then, blessed day, we shall know it is

time

—

Time to send missionaries to China.

That day is fast coming to gladden our

eyes

—

Then we'll send missionaries to China;

And new stars of hope will shine in our

skies,

When we send missionaries to China;

For those missionaries will carry the light

That now is all hidden except on the

height

Where Equality sits with her great sister

Right;

And these two evangels, serene-faced and

bright.

We'll send to illumine poor China's dark

night.

A TIGHTENING COIL.

For Americans of philosophic temper,

Wall Street is just now one of the most
interesting places in the wide world;

for to such an American, the feverish

rise and fall of prices, as well as the

various rumors which are the main-

spring of speculation, are symptomatic

of a change which intimately concerns

the republic's life. First one stock and

then another takes a meteoric flight;

but, in almost every case, the upward
movement has its origin in the belief

that Mr. Harriman has got, or is about

to get, control. As the Greek dramatist

made his characters mere puppets of

fate, so the Wall Street imagination

makes Harriman the deus ex machina of

its plot. Erie was a wreck, till the magi-

cian waved his wand and the miracle was
wrought. So, too, Wisconsin Central was

suddenly transferred from the morgue to

the gymnasium and New York Central

seems destined to regain the prestige it

lost under the later Vanderbilt regim.e.

At this rate, the day is not distant

when every railroad in the land will be

subject to the decree, or the whim, of

one man. This is simply to say that the

wheels of commerce might be stopped,

from ocean to ocean, at an autocrat's

pleasure. Despotisms are usually, like

the urn of which the poet speaks, foster

children of silence and slow time; but

the growth of this particular despotism

has been both swift and public. The
average man fails to perceive that the

effect on security values is the Laertes,

not the Hamlet, of the play; but the

larger aspects of the matter are begin-

ning to get the notice they have all along

deserved and it can not be very long

before the whole subject is forced Into

the limelight. Thus the New York

Journal of Commerce, in its issue of

Monday last, sounds this warning note

which none but the willfully deaf will

disregard: "Mr. Harriraan's absorption

Qt railroad after railroad is not consistent
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with twentieth-century sentiment toward

monopolies. Socialists are anxious that

this colossus be given enough rope to

hang not only himself, but all that he

represents. In other words, his power

is rapidly becoming so vast, so overmas-

tering, so monopolistic, that enemies of

the existing economic order think the

country will by and by demand a thor-

ough change in the methods of conduct-

ing business."

It is, of course, folly to expect argu-

ments of this sort to move the high finan-

ciers who, whatever else they may have,

certainly have not the prophet's gift.

The English aristocracy has alone had

the wisdom to draw back from the brink

of the precipice. The French King and

his noblesse were true to aristocratic

tradition, in holding their duties as cheap

as they held their rights dear. Now
a moneyed caste is, of all castes, the

most supercilious and dense; for money-

making, as a rule, presupposes lack of

moral fiber and dearth of imaginative

sense. You consequently waste breath

in telling these heralds of revolution

that neither the rate of dividend, nor the

cost of transport, is the law and the gos-

pel for a race which desires to keep its

freedom. Mr. Harriman, like Mr. Rocke-

feller, is preaching Socialism, as Karl

I\Iarx himself could not preach it. If

every railroad in the United States is to

be managed by one head, that head will

be chosen by the millions whose sove-

reignty made the roads possible and

whose toil makes them prosperous.

Are we then to fold our hands, while

Socialism is forced upon us in disguise?

Is individualism a modern Laocoon, to

be strangled in the coil which tightens

so fast? Not so; there are still weapons

to be used with decisive effect, if we
will. After all, the mightiest of indus-

trial despots is puny, as compared with

a Commonwealth. The Founders show-

ed an almost divine foresight in making

Congress supreme over interstate and

foreign commerce. Within that arsenal,

the limits of which were vaguely defined

lest they should be too narrow for the

future's need, there is an inexhaustible

supply of material for the siege of plu-

tocracy's fortress. It is now but a ques-

tion of the hour and the leader. Will

President Taft take up Mr. Harriman's

challenge, or prefer to let time solve the

problem? Be that as it may, a blind

man can see that the issue must soon be

met—without reserve and without fear.

—The Times-Democrat.

THE SINGLE TAX IN NEW ZEALAND.

From a Speech Made at Grey Lynn by

the Hon. George Fowlds, New Zea-

land Minister of Education, Dur-

ing His Recent Campaign for

Re-election to the New
Zealand Parliament.

All present recognize that when I

joined the Ministry I had to subordinate

some of my ideas to those of the Govern-

ment. The single tax is not the policy

of the Government, and therefore can

not be the issue of the election, but I do

not propose to let misrepresentations of

the single tax pass unnoticed.

My opponent has said that a number of

poor people owning allotments valued at

£120 would have to pay £5 a year if

the single tax were brought into opera-

tion. I am prepared to accept his figures

as correct.

But does not single tax mean one tax,

and all other taxes abolished? Did he

tell you that? (Cries of "No.")

It is estimated that under the present

system the taxation per head of the popu-

lation is £6 per annum. If you were to

add the profits which the importer and

the retailer has to add on for the

amount paid in customs duties, and the

increased price which is put on many
goods manufactured in New Zealand on

account of those duties, then the £6 Is

very much under the mark. It is prob-

ably double or at least half more. The

owners of most of these allotments are

married, and, estimating the average

family at five, the taxation must be £30

a year under the present system. Do
you believe there would be a single elec-

tor who would not be willmg to pay one

single tax of £5, and have the balance

remitted? (Laughter.)

Twenty-five pounds would be left as a

surplus, and in five years that surplus

^ would pay the cost of their allotments,

'ikand thereafter leave them in possession

Hof a pension of £25 a year for the rest

of their lives.—The Public.

I
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Achievements of Famous Invalids

111 health and infirmity do not al-

ways prevent the accomplishment of

great things, and the list of invalids

who have been famous for excelling in

their chosen field is long and brilliant.

Naturally such persons usually have

been restricted to the quieter pursuits.

Literature seems to have been the field

wherein most of them have found con-

genial occupation, though there have
been great invalids in other profes-

sions also.

The long battle of Robert Louis

Stevenso.i against the malady which
finally conquered him, is well known
to every one. He traveled about, from
place to place, searching for the spot

where he could hope to live at least

long enough to do some of the work
which it lay in him to do, until, at last,

in the Samoan Islands, in the South
Seas, he found the haven for which he

had been searching. There the hero-

ic struggle went on for the four last

years of his life, and there he was
buried high on the peak of Mount
Vaea, above his island home.

Probably no famous writer suffered

for a longer period than did Alexan-

der Pope, who was stricken, when
only a child of ten, with a malady
which deformed his body and robbed

him of health and comeliness, leaving

him to forty-six years of invalidism.

His constant study and work, com-
bined with this physical infirmity,

made his life "one long disease."

Carlyle, Heine and Keats.

Thomas Carlyle was a chronic dys-

peptic, and suffered, all his life, the

torments which only those unfortun-

ates, who are victims of this disease,

can comprehend. The bitterness of

some of his writings which were pub-

lished after his death may surely be

excused when this is considered, for

the chronic dyspeptic is generally un-

derstood to develop, in spite of him-

self, a gloomy view of life.

Heinrich Heine, the great German
lyric poet, was the victim, during the

last twelve years of his life, of relent-

less disease. He bore his dreadful suf-

ferings so patiently that he appears

in a nobler light than ever before dur-

ing his life. His hearing was bad, his

sight was dim, and his legs were para-

lyzed, yet he wrote some of his most

wonderful songs during the long

watches of sleepless nights, lying on

his "mattress grave." He described

his condition as "a. grave without rest,

death without the privileges of the de-

parted," yet he was never so many-
sided as during this period. He pro-

duced humorous pieces, political songs

and the tenderest poems. He kept at

his work as long as he could hear

and speak, his last words being "paper

and pencil."

John Keats, while on a tour of the

English Lakes, contracted a throat

trouble which developed into consump-

tion. He continued to write, though

he failed rapidly in health, and his last

volume contains some of his best

poems.

Mrs. Browning and the Brontes.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning was

confined to her room for seven years,

but was restored to something like a

iiormal state of health before her mar-

riage. The long period of illness was

partly caused by the death of her

brother, of whom she was extremely

fond, and many times her life was
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despaired of. She wrote in spite of

sickness, however, and prothiced some

excellent verse. All her life she strug-

gled against a naturally weak consti-

tution and she worked under difficul-

ties.

Count Giacomo I.copardi, an Italian

poet, was another whose life from

childhood was made melancholy hy

impaired health. In his case it was
largely the result of the energy with

which he gave himself up to study,

when he was only a child, thus under-

mining an already delicate constitu-

tion. He was the victim of a perpet-

ual melancholy, and he wandered to

and fro in Italy, always the prey of

ceaseless physical tortures, which pre-

vented him from accepting any perma-

nent position that might have relieved

the constant and pressing need of

money. He attained distinction as a

philologist and was offered a univer-

sity jirofessorship in Germany by
Piunsen. but was unable to accept it be-

cause of his infirmity.

The three gifted Bronte sisters were
all in wretched health. Emily and
Anne died within a year of each other,

leaving Charlotte to a lonely life of

sorrow and heartache. She worked
on, in spite of all, with indomitable

energy and courage, and the genius of

the woman is all the more remarkable
when one realizes that her sufiferings

were both physical and mental. Her
work came from an aching heart as

well as from a weak and ill body. One
short year of happiness was hers at

the end, when she became the wife of

the Rev. Mr. Nicholls, curate under
her father, who had long loved her.

Parkman and Prescott.

Francis Parkman. the American his-

torian, is an illustrious example of

heroic perseverance in the face of

great difficulties. He selected as his

life work the writing of the history

of the rise and fall of the French
power in America. He began a most

exhaustive research which carried him
west into the Black Hills, where the

h.irdships he endured broke down his

health and left him a semi-invalid for

the rest of his life.

He kept at his appointed task,

though fourteen years elapsed between

the first part of his work and the

second. To occupy the time which
his health would not permit him to

devote to the greater work, he took

up the study of horticulture, in which
he grew so proficient that he publish-

ed a book on roses and was made pro-

fessor of horticulture in the PTarvard

Agricultural School.

From 1865 to 1892 he brought out

the various parts necessary to com-
plete his great work. During all this

time, however, his health was so pre-

carious that he depended almost en-

tirely upon dictation instead of his

pen, and his material was collected for

him by hired copyists. The story of

his struggle is regarded as one of the

most heroic in the history of litera-

ture.

William Hickling Prescott was an-

other historian whose labors were
made difficult by infirmity. While he

was at Harvard he lost the sight of

one eye bv an accident, and the other

was so aflfected that he was obliged to

pass several months in a darkened
room. The sight was partly restored,

but he could never use it in any try-

ing work, nor more than a little while

each day, and he suffered constantly

with it and from the apprehension

which it occasioned.

With the aid of secretaries and
readers he set to work, determined to

jirepare himself for literature, as more
active fields were closed to him. He
wrote some himself, in spite of his

affliction, using a writing frame de-

signed especially for the blind—and

he produced work which placed him
in the ranks with the most brilliant

historians.
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Famous Musicians and Poets,

Chopin, the great modern master
of pianoforte composition, was un-
able, because of lack of physical

strength, to play some of his own
works as he would have them played.

A trip to England, of only eleven

days' duration, was enough to develop *

the latent consumption which was in

his family, and from this time on he
worked under the advancing ravages

of the disease, though he lived twelve

years before finally succumbing to its

onslaught. Many times during this

period he was reported at death's

door.

Handel became blind seven years

before his death, 3'et continued his

work and accompanied one of his ora-

torios upon the organ only eight days

before his death

Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott

both were lame from a deformed foot,

but suffered no inconvenience from

the infirmity. Milton became blind,

Beethoven was deaf from about his

thirtieth year. He faced the pathetic

situation with the brave resolve: "I

will grapple with fate ; it shall never

drag me down." His life was lived

along these lines, and never did his

courage falter or his fortitude give

way, though the affliction to a musi-

cian was almost the greatest he could

suffer.

Methuselahs Lraughed at Doctors.

Some of the modern ]\Iethuselahs

have been persons who were given up
by the doctors to fill an early grave.

Surely this fact, taken in connection

with the many examples that there

are of the great things which invalids

have accomplished, ought to bring the

champions of euthanasia up short.

Perhaps it is too much to expect that

anything will stop the man who is

once thoroughly launched on this de-

lusive line of thought, but for the

sake of the timorous who are not,

perhaps, as rugged in health as the

men who advocate this "simple and
humane" reform, the following exam-
ples of men and women, not famous,
who have attained to a "green old

age" in spite of being in an apparent-

ly hopeless condition, are quoted.

They are taken from a paper written

by E. H. Von den Eynden, of Ant-
werp, and published there in 1882, im-

der the title "Singularites Macrobio-
logiques"— (Curiosities of Long
Life).

Adele Lambotte died at Liege in

1763, aged one hundred and one
years, bhe was scarcely thirty-two

inches in height, and so crippled in

her legs and feet that from infancy

she was compelled to walk on crutches.

In 1774 there lived at Chateau Neuf,

in Thimarais, France, a certain de-

moiselle Thierree. At the time, she

was over forty years old, and an in-

valid, forever taking medicines. A
contemporary describes her graphical-

ly thus

:

"A few tufts of grisly hair, two
squinting eyes, lost in the multitude

of wrinkles and hanging folds of skin

that stood for nose and cheeks, and

with a head in perpetual oscillation."

She lived in the open air, strolling

from point to point in all sorts of wind
and weather. She enjoyed an income
amounting to about one thousand dol-

lars, and some of her friends made
her a proposition to transfer their

property to her providing she would
pay them a certain annuity and devise

the property back to them at her

death.

The bargain was made, and faith-

fully kept, as far as the annuity was
concerned, yet so skilfully did she

manage affairs that she soon had an

income of two thousand dollars over

and above all expenditures. Her
friends meanwhile imagined that they

had made a good bargain, as her phy-

sician had assured them that she

I
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"could never see the return of tlie

swallows next spring."

The swallows came and went, and

came and went again, and they got

impatient, and in some way the "old

mamselle" found it out. Then she set

herself to live in earnest. She wept

for Louis XVT. lived through and de-

tested the Revolution, saw the funerals

of Bonaparte and Charles X, and

lived through the barricades of 1830.

Finally, in 1835, she died, aged one

hundred and five years, lacking part

of a month. On making an inventory

of her affairs her executor found up-

ward of four hundred linen chemises,

each made with her own hands, not

t'lic of which had ever been worn.

1 kr revenue, at the time of her death,

was two hundred thousand dollars.

The people who made the bargain

had died one after another, the last

one more than forty years before her

demise.

Remarkable Centenarians.

In 1699 the Menioircs of the Acade-
my of Sciences recorded the death of

a man aged one hundred years, whose
spinal column consisted of one single

bone, the intermediate cartilages hav-

ing ossified.

About the middle of the seventeenth

century there was carried in solemn
procession and hung up before the

shrine of Notre Dame de Liesse an
enormous vesical Calculus, on which
was engraved the following legend

:

"This stone was removed from
I->ancois Annibal d'Etrees, duke and
peer, Grand ^Marshal of France, by
the grace of God through the interces-

sion of the Blessed Virgin, September
15, 1654."

The grand marshal was eighty-two

years old when the terrible operation

was performed. It gave him a new
lease of life, as he did not die until

1675, more than twenty years after-

ward, aged one hundred and two
years and a few months.

A p(X)r girl, daughter of a retain-

er of the Chateau de Colemberg, near

P.oulogne, named Nicole Mare, was

born deformed, and, besides having a

withered forearm, was so humpbacked

that she stood less than four feet

high. With all this, she lived to the

age of one hundred and ten years. Her

occujiation was herding cattle, and it

is said that the only food she ever

tasted was bread and milk.

Sick for One Hundred Years.

The celebrated Fontanclle, who, it

is said, never enjoyed a well day in

his life, and whose constitution was

so frail that the least exposure made
him ill, yet lived within less than one

uKinth of one hundred years.

M. Lc Fermy, a peasant of the vil-

lage of Saint-Justin, near Mont-de-

Marsan, F>ance. died in his native vil-

lage September 13. 1714, aged one

hundred and ten years and two

months. All his life he was regarded

as a feeble man. The note recording

his death says

:

"He was married five times, al-

though he lived soberly and was re-

garded as weakly."

In 1760, at Graessans, in the dio-

cese of Saint-Papoul, France, died a

woman whose age is recorded as one

hundred and thirteen years and one

month. She died of asthma, with

which she had suffered for forty-five

years.

The Benedictine monk. Brother N.

Graillet, of the Abbey of Calvary, at

La Fere, France, died in the abbey in

1763, aged one hundred and two
years. He had entered the abbey in

iiis thirtieth year, in ill-health and dis-

appointed in life. "For seventy-two

years, although always feeble, he

obeyed every rule of the abbey, and
was always first in filling the functions

of the community." is his record.

Pierre^Foucault. a native of Abbe-

ville, died in that place in 1766, aged

one hundred and fifteen years. Up to
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the age of fifty his health had been

very precarious, and during the years

between fifty and sixty "he suffered

many maladies." After that he re-

covered his usual health and lived

fifty-five years. His father died aged
one hundred and two, and his grand-

father was accidentally killed while

hunting at the age of eighty-seven.

Had Many Diseases.

Madame Ristori, probably an an-

cestress of the celebrated artiste, died

at Empoi—a village in Tuscany—in

1767, aged one hundred and ten

years. Her whole life was passed in

frightful poverty and hardship. She
was an invalid nearly her whole life,

and had, besides, almost every disease

that can be named, at one or another

period of her existence.

Marguerite Couppec, widow of

Richard Couppec, died at Rouen in

1769. The baptismal register at Caux,
where she was born in 1654, shows
conclusively that she was one hundred

and fifteen years old at death.

—Scrap Book.

A SIGH.

(From the French of Sully Prud-

homme, by Margaret Fay Coughlin,

in Metropolitan Magazine.)

Never to see her, nor hear her,

Never to mention her name,
But ever to feel her grow dearer,

Always to love her the same.

To open one's arms to her dearer

Through waiting, and still if she came,
To know she is never the nearer.

Yet always to love her the same.

To feel her never the nearer

Whatever the heartache—the flame
Burning through tears but the clearer!

Always to love her the same.

Never to see her, nor hear her.

Never to mention her name.
Only with tenderness dearer.

Always to love her the same.



Lincoln and Jefferson Would Be Populists

Wm. (]Ri:iNKR

As an admirer of Lincoln would
rather have an honest, candid opinion,

such as you gave, than the exagger-
ated ones generally given. In fact, I

believe that we detract from the true

greatness of our men and women
when we surround them with a false

halo or give them credit for deeds

which justly belongs to others. While
I believe that Lincoln and Jefferson,

if living today, would be Populists,

yet I must admit that I would be
guided by conscience as to what party

I would support and not what party

some famous man or men would sup-

port. To support the principles that

they supported, their followers sure

would have to leave their "dear old

parties." I would not waste much
time trying to convince a friend to

support a cause simply because Mr.
So and So of past fame would sup-

port it, but would base my argument
upon the justice and true benefit to

humanity of that which I advocated.

In other words, it is principles and
not men that I follow ; of course, men
when they are the living embodi-
ment of those principles, and then
only. The working man, to get just

laws, must finance his own campaign,
and it won't cost half as much as

strikes and that which they pay for

as lost time.

The working man must also stand

against excessive pay for labor per-

formed, as well as against a low rob-

bery wage. This idea of a certain

craft trying to get a dollar an hour,

when fifty cents would be an honest

and liberal pay, is wrong. He should

use his influence to see that the vari-

ous trades, professions and farmers

get an honorable pay for the services

performed. When any craft gets

more than it is justly entitled to for

the services rendered, it commits
robbery

;
just as much as the trusts

do when they extract extortionate

prices.

If I was in the same locality as the

Jeffersonians and it would be within

my capacity to render six months'

services for the Jeffersonians, I cer-

tainly would do so^ and take my pay

in Jeffersonian bonds. One of the

greatest discoveries of civilization

is that we starve because we raise

more than we need, lack clothing be-

cause we make more than we need.

At least that is what our millionaire

and patriotic papers tell us is the rea-

son. No wonder the savages don't

want it, and have to have it shot into

them. Are we civilized? Or is it

not that we are highly advanced in

manufacturing, farming, commerce,
and so forth, and very low in civili-

zation and justice? When the latter

are highly developed we will reap

the rich rewards of the former, and
there will be no starvation amidst

plenty.

I thank you very much for send-

ing the Magazine and Roman His-

tory (sketches). And herewith take

pleasure in sending you check for

two dollars and fifty cents for renewal

of Jeffersonians and the book.

In fourteen glorious months I have

succeeded in getting a temporary job

for two weeks. I hear plenty of kick-

ing, but you can't get the chumps to

support a paper like yours which

makes the fight for their good. Oh,

no, rather support the papers that

bang them.



The Deserter J

In the January number of The Jef-

fersonian, under the head of "A Vic-

tim of MiHtary DiscipHne," the author

gives an account of the execution of

Elbert J. Chapman, who belonged to

Co. K, 29th Ga. Regt. Chapman
named himself "Old Yaller," and by
this name was generally known.

His regiment was stationed at

"Camp Young," near Savannah.

Chapman was confined in the guard

house, as a punishment for some mis-

behavior, from which he made his es-

cape.

He went to his home, near ]\Iill

Town, in Berrien county. He claimed

he was sick and could not get well in

the guard house and went home to

recuperate, intending to return to his

command when he got able. This he

failed to do.

Our brigade, under command of

Col. Wilson, of the 25th Ga. Regt.,

went West to join the Army of the

Alississippi. When marching through

Canton some of the boys saw Chap-

man and hollered at him, "Hello, 'Yal-

ler','' then others commenced calling

him, in the same way, when he very

indignantly said to them, "You must
be a set of dam fools/' but the boys

continued, "We know you, 'Yaller'."

"Yes, we would know your hide in a

tan trough." "Yaller" was slow to

acknowledge his identity—but did so,

and good humoredly joined the com-
pany, saying, "Yes, boys, this is 'Old

Yaller'." Then followed a general

hand-shaking. Subsequently "Old
Yaller" was court-martialed, and suf-

fered the extreme penalty of death for

desertion. The writer assisted Geo.

R. AIcKee, adjutant of the 29th Ga.

Regt., in loading the guns—which
j|

were given to a squad of twelve men I
commanded by Lieut. A. P. Perham,
of Waycross, who carried out the or-

ders to execute him. Of this j\Ir. M.
P. Carroll gives a very correct ac-

count.

During Governor Atkinson's ad-

ministration Hon. F. ]\I. Shaw, who
was a member of the Legislature, saw
in person the Governor and our Pen-

sion Commissioner, Mr. Lindsey, in

regard to Mrs. Chapman drawing a

pension, which had been rejected be-

cause her husband was a deserter.

The fact that he only quit one com-
mand and went to another, that he

had. in fact, deserted neither his flag

nor his country, but was serving both

faithfully and well when found in

Canton, did not change the conclusion

reached by the Pension Commissioner,

and Mr. Shaw's efforts to secure her

a pension were in vain. She was an

invalid and living in poverty.

L. E. LASTINGER.



AN ADVENTURE IN EXILE.
By Richard Duffy.

B. W. Dodge & Co., New York. Publishers.

Stories dealing with life in France are

apt to fall into distinct groups, not nu-

merous, but strongly marked. There is

the Dumas style of historical novel, with

the Stanley J. Weynian modern variation.

There is the Flaubert-Balzac-Zola-Mau-

passant realism, which is often so very

realistic that it smells violently of the

human pig-sty. The prurient climax of

this school is found in the works of the

younger Dumas,—none of which are

stronger or truer than IMirbeau's "A
Chambermaid's Diary," of which the

least said the better.

George Sand has a place of her own,

and imitators who meekly glean where
she reaped. Victor Hugo, also, stands

apart, a creative genius, and is encircled

by satellites.

We cannot see that Mr. Duffy has con-

sciously imitated any of these, nor yet

Daudet nor Feuillet nor De Goncourt.

For a first novel, we consider Mr. Duf-

fy's book a wonderfully brilliant work.

Its tone is elevated, an air of refinement

pervades it, and its style is pure and ele-

gant to a remarkable degree. The plot

of the story is sufficiently complex to sus-

tain the keenest interest throughout; the

Incidents are plentiful, and they remain
within the realm of the probable.

The picture of country life in Nor-

mandy carries conviction. The peasants

appear to be human beings and not lay

figures. The conditions under which they

exist would seem to be actual conditions,

Not many figures appear on the canvas

while the story presents Parisian scenes,

but at the "Chateau en Exil" we become

acquainted with a sufficient number and

variety of persons to fed the movement
of a village community.

The manner in which the hero and he-

roine come to know each other, while

each is undergoing a voluntary banish-

ment from the fashionable world, is as

natural as it is romantic; and the course

which this true love runs, while not

straight, never deviates from the possi-

ble; and the reader heaves a sigh of re-

lief when the author puts an end to the

finely poised suspense by the sudden

"All's well that ends well."

It has been long since we have read

any work of fiction with such a sense of

unmixed pleasure. The men and the wo-

men who live in "An Adventure in Exile"

are the men and the women whom one

may meet every day. We like them be-

cause they put on no airs of superhuman

merit, or diabolical demerit. There are a

couple of bad husbands,—drunkards and

rakes who do not deserve to live with

their noble wives.—but Mr. Duffy keeps

these familiar types in the background.

They are too common to be interesting.

Their wives have had the courage to quit

living with them, and in that particular

Mr. Duffy shows a manliness which does

him infinite credit.

Among the men who do appear upon

the stage there is only one who even at-

tempts an act of villarny—an abduction—

but he is brought to confusion and grief

in short order.

Lloyd Avery is Mr. Duffy's ostensible
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hero, but we profess a sneaking prefer-
ence for the original, daring, witty and
somewhat unscrupulous Ranney Cooper.
In other words, Lloyd Avery is more of
an orthodox, regulation hero and, to

that extent, less interesting than the un-
dignified, bright, capable and altogether
human Ranney Cooper.

The hero and the heroine pair off to

one's complete satisfaction, and yet, and
yet we look wistfully down the distant

avenue, from which the unconventional
Ranney has disappeared with the young
widow.

COMRADES. A NOVEL.

By Thomas Dixon, Jr.

Doubleday, Page & Company, New York,

Publishers.

There are two fatal defects to Social-

ism,—to say nothing of others.

First, comes the problem, How are

people to be assigned to work?
Second, How can THE FAMILY be

Conserved, when all things are owned in

Common?
Our Socialist friends have had a busy

time dealing with that first question. It

is apparent to every thinker that, under

Socialism, there must necessarily be,

somewhere, a power which gives direction

to labor. j.nis power must, of course, be

entrusted to human hands, and even a

child should be able to realize what a

tremendous power it is. Each individual,

in a Socialist community, would be com-

pelled to work as ordered by Society;

and Society cannot give these orders

save through human agencies.

Here, then, we have a recurrence of

the same old difficulty of selecting the

right man for the right place.

Will Socialism be able to accomplish

this miracle? No sane person can expect

it. Human nature is today what it was
ten thousand j'ears ago. The animal
types appear in men, just as they always
did. The fox, the wolf, the sheep, the

lion, the tiger, the cat, tne hyena live out

their lives in this world, as two legged

beasts, just as they have done in the four-

footed incarnation. What reason have
we for hoping that a new social order will

revolutionize the elemental traits of hu-

man nature? How can we predict that

under Socialism the wise, the just and the
strong will always be chosen for places
of power? No modern government is free

from terrible abuses, yet no modern rulers

enjoy such fearful dominion over their

subjects as Socialism proposes to placn

in the hands of its Captains of Industry.

"Walking Delegates" are bad enough,
heaven knows,—yet those tyrants are
checked and restrained by opposing
forces. But suppose Walking Delegates
were unrestrained by any earthly power:
suppose they had the right to issue orders
to everybody, telling this one, "Work
here!" and that one, "Work there!" Who
is it that would not recoil from such a
despotism? Now, when you hit a Social-

ist with a practical objection like that,

what does he say? His stock answer is,

"You don't understand Socialism."

The second fatal weakness of Socialism
is that it logically and inevitably destroys

Monogamy and the Family. It has done

so wherever it has been tried. Ancient

Sparta affords a conspicuous and indis-

putable example.

American Socialists have been in the

habit of entering a vehement denial, here-

tofore, whenever this charge has been
brought against them. But their prac-

tice was not in conformity with their pro-

fessions.

At length, after we had seen quite a

number of leading Socialists discharge

old and faded wives to take up with

young and fresh ones there comes that

shining light of Socialism, Upton Sin-

clair, to proclaim the doctrine that "Mar-

riage is slavery."

So the cat is out of the bag. at last.

Mr. Sinclair deserves a vote of thanks.

HE HAS UNMASKED. We glory in his

spunk, for whatsoever a man believes

that should he declare. In some subse-

quent number of this Magazine we will

discuss this phase of the fatal gospel of

Socialism.

In his "One Woman," Thomas Dixon

somewhat crudely glorified monogamy.
In the present work, "Comrades," he dis-

plays a ripened genius and sustained,

symmetrical power.

He plants a Socialist Colony on a beau-

tiful island, in the Pacific Ocean, and
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gives to this colony, at the start, every

conceivable condition of success. Then
he follows the successive stages through

which the ideal community passes until

it has become a one-man despotism and

a free-love hell-hole.

In strands of gold, a love story winds

through the whole history of the incep-

tion, the evolution and the downfall of

the colony.

"Comrades" is absorbing as a story,

and genuinely valuable as an exposition

of the weakness of Socialism as a prac-

tical, working proposition.

ff. Y. Jtumal



WATSON'S JEFFERSONIAN AIAGAZINE.

How a Reliable Engine
Economizes Labor

OF course, you, like other
farmers, want to economize
your time.

Think in how many places a
power would be a help to you

—

would save time and work—if you
had it in a handy form ready for

use in a minute.
Think how much hard work it

would save you in cutting feed

—

in sawing wood, posts or poles

—

in running the cream separator
or churn—in operating shop or
other machinery.
The I. H. C. gasoline engine

is a power that is always ready
at your hand. It is not neces-
sarily stationary, like the wind-
mill, and on that account adapted
to doing only one kind of work.
The engine is built in many

styles—there are portable engines
on trucks and skidded engines
which can be moved wherever
the work is to be done. Then
there are stationary engines, both
vertical and horizontal, in sizes

from 1 to 25-horse- power, air

cooled and water cooled, and
also gasoline traction engines
12, IS and 20-horse-power. Be-
sides, there are special sawing,
spraying and pumping outfits from
which you can select.

The engines are simple in de-
sign so that they can be easily
understood.
They are strong and durable

—

constructed with a large factor of
safety, inasmuch as they have
greater strength than would
ordinarily be required. Yet they
are not clumsy or too heavy.

All parts are accessible and
easily removed and reassembled.
Every engine will develop a large
per cent of power in excess of its

rating—you get more power than
you pay for.

They are absolutely reliable—
you cannot find one inefficient

detail. They are unusually eco-
nomical in fuel consumption

—

less than a pint of gasoline per^
horse - power per hour. This
means that a 2-horse powei en-
gine will produce full 2-horse
power for five hours on only one
gallon of gasoline.
Would it not be a wise plan for

you to investigate and learn how
an I. H. C. engine will save time
and lighten the labor on your
farm?

International local agents will

supply you with catalogs. Call
on them for particulars, or write
the home office.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Incorporated)

Chicago, U. S. A.


